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SUMMARY

Ukrenergo in 2017:
319.2
EUR mln
realization
(marketable)

113.8

369.1

billion kWh
of electricity
delivered

EUR mln
of total
revenues

56.5

Gross
profitability
increase

Net sales
growth

EUR mln
net profit

-31

Taxes, EUR mln
2016
2017
Paid to the State
Budget of Ukraine

%

73.8

111.1

Average employee
salary growth

Decrease
in receivables

*For products, works and services

Credit portfolio
of SE "NPC "Ukrenergo"

Introduced fixed
assets

€0.23

ct./kWh

was the average annual
tariff in 2017
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Ukrenergo of the future
In May 2017, the long-term strategy for the development and reforming of SE "NPC "Ukrenergo" was approved. The document clearly
outlines the benchmarks and objectives for all
aspects of the enterprise's operation.

Key strategy directions
Power Transmission Grid

Key achievements
The agreement on the integration
of the IPS of Ukraine into ENTSO-E
was signed.
The Cabinet of Ministers approved a decision on the corporatization of NPC Ukrenergo.
The legal basis for transition to
RAB regulation was approved.

Dispatching
Information Technology

An electronic document management system introduced.
An electronic platform for holding
auctions for distribution of interstate grids transfer capacity was
introduced and brought into operation.

Electricity Market
Finances

The launch of the payroll system
reforms: introduction of a grading system, moving towards market conditions of labour and remuneration.

Personnel
Corporate Governance
RES Integration
Integration into ENTSO-E
Communications
More on p. 39

Transparent procurement

A new procurement management
system was introduced.
Since 2017, connection to the grid
is based on the "single window"
principle.

Number of applications
for the connection to Ukrenergo grid increased
times

1.5

Anti-corruption program

Since January 2017, procurement is
conducted in accordance with the new
company standard – Methodology of
Purchasing Goods, Works and Services,
and Concluding Agreements.
More on p. 61

At the end of August 2017, the AntiCorruption Program, Ukrenergo's
fundamental document for combating
corruption, was introduced.
More on p. 58
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ВСТУПНЕ СЛОВО
INTRODUCTORY
WORD

DEAR COLLEAGUES AND PARTNERS!
We welcome you to learn about the results of our work in 2017

L

ast year marked the start of the real
changes for Ukrenergo. We have ensured the stability of Ukraine’s power
system, despite all challenges and adversities. There were no forced shutdowns of
electricity supply to consumers in order to
ensure the power grid stability. All of that
happened during the time of the lowest levels of coal reserves at TPPs, the longest state
of emergency in the history of the IPS operation and the cyber attacks on the company’s
grids.
In 2017, we developed and approved the
Development Strategy for the next ten years
with the ambitious goal of becoming one of
the leading European transmission system
operators by 2026, reducing financial burden
on the end user, ensuring European quality
of services and competitive conditions in the
electricity market.
To achieve our strategic goals, our team
started reforms in all directions at once.
For the first time in the history of independent Ukraine, the official agreement on the
integration of Ukrainian power system into
ENTSO-E was reached. The agreement on the
conditions for the future integration of the
grids of Ukraine and Moldova with the grid
system of Continental Europe was signed.
Ukrenergo became the only state-owned

enterprise that initiated a tariff reduction for
its services. This became possible through
optimizing production processes, increasing revenues from other activities and introducing new investment policy approaches.
A qualitatively new stage of the company’s
development has begun. We abandon the
ineffective tactics of patching the holes and
constant "fire fighting", and move on to a
well-considered strategic development.
We provide conditions for the development
of renewable energy generation, introduction of a new model of electricity market, and
integration of Ukrainian power system into
ENTSO-E. Everything in complex will have a
quality effect on the country’s economy, development of a competitive electricity market and investments growth, both in energy
and in other sectors of the economy.
At the same time, Ukrenergo has optimized
its structure and reduced the number of
management levels. The process of optimization is sensitive for each employee, but is
necessary. In addition, we use new transparent recruitment approaches to ensure that
we have the best professionals. The achievement of this year regarding the sustainable
development of the company became the
approval of the new Ukrenergo's Charter,
which foresees the establishment of the Su-
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pervisory Board and a number of committees as a tool of political independence
of the company and implementation of
the plans on strategic development and
management efficiency.
I believe that the company has achieved
the highest level of efficiency in the fight
against corruption in procurement. We
have divided vertically the procurement
process itself and the procurement control functions. During more than two
years of my tenure as the CEO of Ukrenergo, the company saved over EUR 280.6
million in purchases. However, we will
not dwell on achievements and will continue to demonstrate leadership among
other state-owned enterprises to save
resources and ensure the transparency
of procurement.
Identification of the main directions
and priorities of the social partnership
and sustainable development is among
the tasks for 2018. Our key stakeholders
are state authorities, state energy regulator, international financial institutions,
foreign partners (transmission system
operators – members of ENTSO-E), electricity market participants, company's
employees and experts.
Starting from 2017, our external and
internal communications are aimed at
promptly communicating the position of
the company and informing about the
essence of all transformations taking
place in Ukrenergo. We strive to be consistent, understandable and predictable.
In turn, we count on the active participation of all interested parties in resolving
issues related to deregulation and the
creation of a competitive electricity market in Ukraine. I thank to our employees
for professionalism and understanding,
and to our investors and partners for
trust, constructive dialogue and support.
I am confident that together we are able
to carry out our plans. We need changes
that will allow our national power system
to become a part of global trends.
Sincerely,
VSEVOLOD KOVALCHUK,
CEO of SE "NPC "Ukrenergo"
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II. ABOUT THE COMPANY

SE "NPC "Ukrenergo" is a power company with
100% state ownership. It performs functions of
operational and technological management of
the Integrated Power System of Ukraine (IPS) and
the electricity transmission via trunk and interstate power grids. The enterprise belongs to the
authority of the Ministry of Energy and Coal Industry of Ukraine.

Our goal
Integration of Ukrainian power system into the
grid of Continental Europe (ENTSO-E).

Key tasks
• Stable and efficient functioning of the IPS of Ukraine –
we are responsible for its integrity and reliability.
• Achievement of economic results that are sufficient to

ensure operation and development of the company.
• Observance of ecological safety.
• Guarantees of social protection and safe working
conditions for employees.

We ensure:
• A single operation mode of the IPS of Ukraine and interaction with the power systems of the neighbouring
countries;
• Balance of production and consumption of electricity,
and capacity;
• Operation, maintenance and development of trunk and
interstate 220-750 kV power grids;
• Transmission of electricity from power plants to energy
supply companies and external markets.

Quality Standards
The implemented quality, environment, hygiene and
safety management systems meet the requirements of
international standards ISO 9001:2015, ISO 14001:2015
and OHSAS 18001:2007.
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Our mission
To create conditions for consumer access to a competitive
and transparent electricity market, as well as equal opportunities for all market participants
to use the infrastructure of
trunk and interstate
power grids.

We are trusted by the
international financial
institutions. We attract
loans from the World
Bank, the European Bank
for Reconstruction and
Development, the European Investment Bank
and KfW to implement
the most ambitious and
resource-intensive projects.

To establish common technical requirements for modernization and new construction of trunk grids, we developed and implemented the Enterprise's Standard
"Technical Policy of SE "NPC "Ukrenergo" on the development and operation of trunk and interstate grids"
(SOU NEK 20.261:2017) in February 2017.
Compliance with the requirements and provisions of
the Technical Policy is mandatory for all entities that
implement contractual obligations with the Company.

Principles and rules
of conduct
When performing their official duties, our employees
adhere to high corporate standards of conduct, enshrined in the Code of Corporate Culture of SE "NPC
"Ukrenergo" and the Anti-Corruption program. This
applies to the performance of contractual obligations,
contracts with business partners, suppliers, state authorities and regulatory bodies. We expect that our
contractors share the goals, principles, rules of ethics
and business conduct of the enterprise.
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Key Achievements in 2017

Gross profitability
increase

Net sales
growth

Average employee
salary growth

Decrease
in receivables
*For products, works and services

Successfully completed international competitive auctions within the framework of
the Second Electricity Transmission Project jointly with the
IBRD, saved more than

€91.1
mln

€110.6
mln

New transmission lines commissioned

Fixed assets
introduced
received within the Second
Electricity Transmission Project implemented jointly with
the IBRD. This is the result of
signing seven contracts for
substations reconstruction.

585
km

€162.9
mln
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Implementation of Strategic Goals
AGREEMENT ON INTEGRATION OF
UKRAINE’S IPS INTO ENTSO-E

The agreement on the conditions for the
future connection of the power systems of
Ukraine and Moldova to the Continental Europe’s power system has a historical significance for the Company and the country.
Synchronization of Ukraine’s grid with ENTSO-E is a key part of Ukraine’s energy independence, the strategic goal of the industry
and Ukrenergo.
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

The beginning of the first stage of corporate
reform. Amendments were made to the
Charter, providing for the establishment
of an independent Supervisory Board in
Ukrenergo.
REDUCTION IN TARIFF

As a result of the efforts to optimize our
operations, SE "NPC "Ukrenergo" initiated a
reduction in tariff in 2018 by 10%.
RAB-REGULATION

Adoption of Resolutions of the National Energy and Utilities Regulatory Commission
(NEURC) No. 973-980 dated July 27, 2017
on the application of stimulating regulation
(RAB-regulation) for Ukrenergo (effective
since January 11, 2018).
AUTOMATIZATION OF PROCESSES

An electronic document management system was established. An agreement regarding implementation of the ERP system
with SMART business company was signed.
The project promises to be one of the largest in the history of Ukrainian IT market. In
addition to the ERP system, Ukrenergo will
also introduce an asset management sys-

tem (Enterprise Assets Management) in the
nearest future.
AUCTION PLATFORM

In May 2017, an electronic platform for conducting auctions for the allocation of transfer capacity of interstate power grids in line
with European standards was launched.
REMUNERATION SYSTEM

The introduction of the grading system has
begun. Due to a number of solutions, working conditions and remuneration are close
to market conditions. A system of key performance indicators was implemented for
all managers in the Company.
PROCUREMENT POLICY

A new procurement management system
was implemented to prevent corruption
risks. Since January 2017, a new transparent Methodology of managing purchases of
goods, works and services and concluding
contracts has been functioning.
CONNECTION TO THE GRID

The principle of "single window" was introduced to simplify the procedure for connection to Ukrenergo’s trunk power grids.
As a result, the deadline for issuing technical conditions for connection decreased 3
times – to 15 days, and the number of applications increased 1.5 times.
Additional services:
An interactive map of trunk grids, aimed to
determine technical connection options,
and an online calculator for determination
of an estimated cost have been developed
and integrated into the official website of
the Company.

The 10-year strategy has been developed
The strategy is based on the best international experience, contains
a profound forecast of environmental changes, a SWOT analysis and
has intermediate targets for the short-term (1-2 years), mediumterm (5 years) and long-term prospects.
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Subdivisions

Management unit

Power systems:

The central office of SE "NPC "Ukrenergo" is located in Kyiv. The structure of Ukrenergo is based
on a regional principle and combines the central
office, eight power systems and separated subdivisions (SS). The functions of power systems include the transmission of electricity by trunk and
interstate electricity grids and their operation.
The structure of the Company also includes four
SS with other functions.

DNIPROVSKA POWER SYSTEM
(ZAPORIZHZHIA)
Power supply of Dnipropetrovsk, Zaporizhzhia,
Kirovohrad regions and a part of Donetsk region
on the territory of 84 thousand sq km.

Significant changes in structure:
• The organizational structure of power systems

was changed: the functions of operational and
technological (dispatching) management were
centralized – regional dispatching centers, subordinated to Deputy CEO for Operational Management – Chief Dispatcher of Ukrenergo, were
established.
• The operation of SS Information and Technology Center was discontinued, while its functions
were integrated into the Ukrenergo central
management unit.
• There was a transition from the three-level to
the two-level management structure in the power systems.

ZAKHIDNA PS (LVIV)
Power supply of Volyn, Zakarpattia, Ivano-Frankivsk,
Lviv and Rivne regions with a total area of 88.7
thousand sq km.
PIVDENNA PS (ODESA)
Power supply of Odesa, Mykolaiv and Kherson regions of Ukraine with a total area of 86.4 thousand
sq km.
PIVDENNO-ZAKHIDNA PS (VINNYTSIA)
Power supply of Ternopil, Khmelnytskyi, Vinnytsia
and Chernivtsi regions with the total area of 69
thousand sq km.
PIVNICHNA PS (KHARKIV)
Power supply of Sumy, Poltava, Kharkiv and a part
of Donetsk regions.
TSENTRALNA PS (KYIV)
Power supply of Zhytomyr, Kyiv, Chernihiv and
Cherkasy regions and the city of Kyiv on the territory of 110.7 thousand sq km.
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DONBASKA PS (BAKHMUT)
The controlled area is serviced by Pivnichna PS –
Bakhmut REC (Luhansk and partly Donetsk regions)
and by the Dniprovska PS – Mariupol REC (Donetsk
region).
KRYMSKA PS
The information on the subdivision is not available
due to its location on the temporarily occupied territory of the AR Crimea.

Other Separated Subdivisions:
UKRENERGOSERVIS (KYIV)
Service functions for ensuring the efficiency of management, creating opportunities and conditions for
Ukrenergo’s main licensed activities, as well as for
achieving economic and social results and obtaining profit (construction, procurement, transport,
information services, printing, catering, etc.).
SCIENTIFIC AND DESIGN CENTER FOR
DEVELOPMENT OF IPS OF UKRAINE (KYIV)
Design, research and statutory technological developments aimed to ensure the development of
Ukraine’s power system, taking into account global
trends in the energy sector, experience in technology implementation and integration into ENTSO-E.

VINNYTSIAELEKTROTEKHNOLOHIIA
(VINNYTSIA)
Research and development, manufacturing of
equipment for repair and maintenance works
in power grids, a base of personnel training for
trunk and distribution grids.
STATE INSPECTORATE FOR ENERGY
SUPERVISION OF UKRAINE (KYIV)
Control over observance of the requirements of
statutory legal and technical acts in the sphere of
production, supply and consumption of energy
by power industry subjects; compliance with the
requirements for the technical operation of power plants and grids, nuclear power plants (except
for the nuclear part), technical operation of power equipment of power facilities connected to the
Ukrainian power grid, as well as Ukrenergo facilities.

Subdivisions on the temporarily
occupied territories:
SS "Pivdenenergoprom" (AR Crimea), SS "Recreation Center "Enerhetyk" (AR Crimea), partly SS
"Donbaska elektroenerhetychna systema" (a part
of Donetsk and Luhansk regions), SS "Krymska enerhetychna systema" (AR Crimea).

Procurement participants and suppliers

2866 participants
of internal purchases

2920

total procurement
participants

1528

suppliers
of products, works
and services

54

participants of open
international competitive
auctions

2881 resident
38 non-residents

According
to the results
of procurement:

1521

internal
purchases

7

open international
competitive auctions

The main object of supply is power equipment (transformers, switches, means of automatic control, etc).
Selection of suppliers is centralized for all subdivisions
within the company through Ukrenergoservis, which is
a part of the company structure, in cooperation with the
direct initiator of the purchase.

Principles for choosing suppliers:
• Principle of openness – all company's purchases are
transparent and are performed either on a competitive basis through a tender procedure through electronic platform (over-threshold purchases) or market
offers comparison (under-threshold purchases); the
threshold is equal to EUR 1.7 thous.
• The principle of equal opportunities – the Company does not establish discriminatory conditions that
restrict the possibility of establishing commercial relations with interested suppliers – both Ukrainian and
foreign.
• Principle of safety – in order to minimize the risks
related to selecting suppliers, the Company carefully
verifies potential counterparties.
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Management

Zara

We have made a decisive step and
want to bring the word "reforms" to the
company and give it a reform drive. For
this purpose, I have attracted the best
and the most experienced specialists from different

fields. They have no political affiliation or commercial
interests. This is a professional approach. And this is
just the beginning.

Vsevolod Kovalchuk

Oleksii Brekht

Chief Executive Officer

Vitalii Zaichenko

Deputy CEO for Operational
Management –
Chief Dispatcher

VSEVOLOD KOVALCHUK,

CEO of Ukrenergo

Deputy CEO –
Chief Operational Officer

Mykola Bielkin

Deputy CEO for Grid
Development and Operation,
Chief Technology Officer
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Andrii Nemyrovskyi
Deputy CEO for Market
Development and IT

Vadym Horiushko

Director for Information
Technologies

Volodymyr Kudrytskyi
Director for Investments
and Strategy

Svitlana Nykolenko

Chief Human Resources
Officer

Serhii Yermak

Valerii Polshkov

Mykhailo Bno-Airiian

Maksym Yurkov

Chief Financial Officer

Chief Procurement Officer

Director for Communications Chief Legal Officer
and International Cooperation

New structure of corporate governance
September 12, 2017 – A NEW CHARTER
OF UKRENERGO IS APPROVED:

November 22, 2017 – DECISION OF THE GOVERNMENT ON THE TRANSFORMATION OF
SE "NPC "UKRENERGO" INTO PRIVATE JOINT
STOCK COMPANY (PRJSC) WITH 100% OF STATE
OWNERSHIP.

STRUCTURE OF THE SUPERVISORY BOARD:
7 members (will be selected through open competitions), including 4 independent members
(public competitions were announced for these
positions).

• Requirement of the Law On the Electricity Market.
• One of the key conditions for the certification of the
transmission system operator (TSO).
• Compliance with Ukraine’s international obligations.

• Establishment of an independent Supervisory Board
and a number of committees.
• Transition of the functions of the Ministry of Energy
and Coal Industry to the Supervisory Board.

What the country receives

UKRENERGO CORPORATIZATION IS:

SE "NPC "Ukrenergo"

Clear distinction between the functions of the "owner
state" and the "regulator state"

Decrease in the political influence on the company

Efficiency and reasonableness of tariffs

Efficient and sustainable technological development

Reduction in fiscal risks for the state budget

International practice of corporate governance

Growth of investment in the industry

Growth of trust on the part of partners and IFIs
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Stakeholders
Ukrenergo interacts with the key stakeholders that
have the greatest impact on the company and, respectively, are exposed to the highest degree of influence from the company's side.
These are, first and foremost, the employees of the
enterprise, who are the main value for the company and play a key role in its effective functioning.
Equally important stakeholders in the company’s
activities are the state authorities, the regulator
and international financial institutions.
At the same time, the operation of the enterprise
is impossible without interaction with the suppliers
of goods, works and services, producers and consumers of electricity. Local communities and local
enterprises also often experience significant influence from Ukrenergo's activities. That is why the
company is making significant efforts to address

the potential and existing problems or situations
that apply to all key stakeholders listed below.
EXTERNAL:
»» Executive state authorities, the regulator:
• Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine;
• Ministry of Energy and Coal Industry;
• NEURC;
• IFIs;
• IBRD;
• EBRD;
• World Bank;
• European Investment Bank;
• KfW.
»» Foreign embassies and representative offices
in Ukraine:
• Delegation of the European Union;

Stakeholders groups and their interests*
Internal

Key Material
Aspects

External

Employees,
workers, and
subcontractors

IFO,
embassies
of foreing
countries

Producers and
consumers of
electricity

State authorities
(CMU, Ministry of
Energy and Coal
Industry, NEURC)

Local communties and
associations (NGOs, local
self-governments, local
business, media)

Business partners
(suppliers of goods
and services,
TSO of ENTSO-E)

Anti-corruption













Modernization and efficiency
enhancement of operations













Reliability of transmission
systems













Tariffs and grid connections
transparency











Negative operational impacts
and wastes

–
–





–









Employee hires and turnover

–
–

Occupational health and
safety, personal protective
equipment



–

–





–

Environmental impacts

–





–



–



Fair remuneration

–
–

Employees professional
growth, carrier development



–

–

Monopoly in electicity
transition market

–

–



–

–

–





–





–



*In accordance to GRI methodology
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• US Embassy;
• Embassy of the United Kingdom;
• Embassy of the French Republic;
• Embassy of Germany;
• Embassy of Canada.
»» Transmission system operators – ENTSO-E members (SEPS, PSE, RTI, TENET, MAVIR, 50Hertz).
»» Electricity producers.
»» Suppliers of goods and services.
»» NGOs in the field of power sector, industry experts.
»» Local authorities and local communities.
»» Local business entities (agrarian, forestry, etc.).
»» Mass media.
»» Electricity consumers.
INTERNAL:
»» Company employees.
»» Contractors.
Stakeholders were identified as a result of interviews
with key management personnel of the company, comparisons with other industry enterprises in the countries with similar characteristics, and application of expert opinions.

Communication channels:

MYKHAILO BNO-AIRIIAN,

Director for Communications
and International Cooperation:
Openness, accessibility, personal
communication with stakeholders are
our principles. They apply to all categories: internal, external, Ukrainian,

foreign…
We have moved from simple informing to proper
communication and dialogue.
We use a variety of modern communication channels: meetings within the framework of official
events, forums, conferences, social networking,
an up-to-date official website with a full English
version. The Facebook page of Ukrenergo is very
popular and is by far the most important communication tool. We are one of the few companies
having an actively developing Linkedin account in
English. We plan to start company’s Twitter and
Instagram. The accounts of top managers of the
company are available in these social grids. Anyone can directly talk to Ukrenergo's CEO. All these
channels work as a whole.

»» Direct meetings.
»» Conferences, press tours.
»» Company's website, online application via the
website.
»» "Single window" in electronic version and as a
mailbox for personal transfer of documents.
»» Social grids:
• company’s account on Facebook;
• company’s account on Linkedin;
• Ukrenergo channel on YouTube;
• Slideshare presentations.
»» Intranet internal communication grid.
»» Printed editions (corporate magazine "50 Hz",
digests).
»» Email.
»» Contact telephone number.
»» Mailbox for complaints, suggestions and remarks.
»» CEO's personal video blog.
»» Company’s reports.
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The line on the graph below shows the report boundaries that the company identified during the preparation of this report, considering the need to highlight the most relevant topics for both external and internal
stakeholders. It should be noted that the aspects left outside the Boundaries report are important for the
company, which on its part, uses all possible means to respond to the challenges arising from these aspects of the company’s activities.

Material Topics and Report Boundaries
Anti-Corruption

0

Priority for external stakeholders

Staff reduction and hiring
2

Reliability of transmission systems,
fail safety

4

Modernization and operation efficiency
enhancement

6

Tariffs and grid connections
transparency
Negative operational impacts
and wastes

8

Fair remuneration
10

Occupational health and safety,
personal protective equipment

12

Personnel professional growth,
advanced training, career growth
12

10

8

6

4

Priority for internal stakeholders

2

0

Environmental impact
Monopoly in electricity transmission
market

Participation in Specialized
Sectoral Associations
SE "NPC "Ukrenergo" cooperates with and is a
member of a number of international and sectoral
civil organizations:
• International Council for large electrical
systems CIGRE;
• NGO "All-Ukrainian Energy Committee";
• Association Ukrhydroenergo;
• First Energy Association of Ukraine;
• Association of energy companies "Sectoral
Reserve and Investment Fund";
• Ukrainian Chamber of Commerce and Industry;
• Kyiv Chamber of Commerce and Industry;
• Association of taxpayers of Ukraine in the
Odesa region.
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Financial Performance
EBITDA 65.1%
Revenue, EUR mln (incl. VAT)
Total:

SERHII YERMAK,

Chief Financial Officer:
For Ukrenergo, 2017 was full of
events and achievements.
The company significantly improved
its performance indicators.
We have fulfilled the plans and tasks set by the
state. The amount of taxes we paid to the State
Budget increased, profitability and revenue increased.
We optimized the company's expenses, and this
allowed us to come up with a proposal to reduce
our tariffs by 10%, which is very important for end
users.
According to the approved results of the work,
there was even more radical reduction in the tariff – almost by 30%. But despite this, we are working in a stable and balanced manner.
In 2017, we timely approved the financial plan and
investment program for the next year. This gives
us an opportunity to start 2018 efficiently. In fact,
this is a very big achievement for our company, in
previous years we did not succeed. This means
that in 2017 we laid the foundation for the effective work of the next year.

379.5

2016

296.1

2017

321.7

49.1 34.3
9.0
37.8
368.5

From SE Energorynok
Loans for investment projects
Other receipts

Use of funds, EUR mln (incl. VAT)
Other expenses
Loans
repayment

15.6 11.8
46.9

Taxes

2.8
125.7

13.9 11.9
45.3

2.8

104.2

Capital
Investments

109.9

Salaries

53.6
Financial
expenses
Charges

2016

73.8
111.0

2017
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Revenues and Expenses

Taxes, EUR mln

73.8

2016
2017

Top 10 tax payers
in the energy sector, EUR mln

111.1

Paid to the State Budget of Ukraine

239.2

Taxes for 2017, EUR mln

26.4
39.0
30.1
1.0
10.6
3.9

111.0

– income tax

82.4

– deduction of a part of net profit
– VAT

288.5

68.1
55.9
38.0

– payment for land
– PIT

– other payments

€0.23 ct./kWh

was the average annual
tariff in 2017.

32.1
29.6
25.5

SE NNEGC ENERGOATOM
SE ENERGORYNOK
SE "NPC "Ukrenergo"
PJSC CENTRENERGO
DTEK SKHIDENERGO LLC
DTEK DNIPROENERGO PJSC
DTEK ZAKHIDENERGO PJSC
PJSC UKRHYDROENERGO
PJSC DONBASENERGO
PJSC KYIVENERGO

Ukrenergo tariff for 2018 was reduced by 29.4%: partly
(10%) – on the initiative of Ukrenergo and according to
the approved operation results in 2017.
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Tariff for power transmission by trunk and interstate power grids, EUR ct./kWh

01

02

03

04

05

06

Transmission of electricity
SE Energorynok, mln kWh

07

08

09

11

0.23

0.26

0.23

0.26

0.23
10

12

Cost of fixed assets, EUR mln
According to accounting
According to tax records

120 094

0.26

0.19

0.26

0.19

0.26

0.19

0.26

0.38

0.31

0.38

0.31

0.38

0.24

0.15

0.10

0.15

0.10

0.15

0.10

2016
2017

370.1

251.1

113 837

364.5
216.9

111 222
2015

2016

2017

Investments

€46.5

invested in new construction, modernization and trunk grids efficiency enhancement.

mln

Structure of development of capital
investments, EUR mln (excluding VAT)
Capital construction
Reconstruction
and technical
re-equipment
of objects

25.6

Other

155.4
82.9

1

€

bln

2017
is the amount of the credit portfolio for the implementation of investment projects. Ukrenergo is actively
working on implementation of the
plan of synchronization of the IPS of
Ukraine with the association of system operators of European power
systems ENTSO-E.

Cost of fixed assets and depreciation,
for 2017, EUR mln
The cost of fixed assets

38.0

Depreciation deductions

117.1

Total

2016
2017

5.6

0.4

2016

51.7

370.1 / 18.5
According to accounting

364.5 / 18.1
According to tax records
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III. OPERATIONAL ACTIVITIES
The scale of the company, mln euros
(including VAT)

Key Partner Countries:

319.2

EU countries:

EUR mln
realization
(marketable)

113.8
billion kWh
of electricity
delivered

Germany, France,
Poland, Slovakia,

369.1
EUR mln
of total
revenues

Hungary, Romania

56.5

Georgia

Moldova

EUR mln
net profit

Repairs, EUR mln
0.16

January

0.22

February

0.54

March

0.39

April

0.37

May

0.51

June

0.55

July

0.68

August

0.80

September

1.05

October

0.88

November

0.77

December

Total for 2017: 6.92

USA

Cost structure for repairs, EUR mln

1.88

0.18

other expenses

salary expenses
with deductions

6.92
4.86

material
costs
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Human Resources

€56.5

9574

mln

salary expenses

number of employees
as of December 31, 2017

Cost ratio for repairs with semi-fixed
costs, EUR mln (excluding VAT)

0.22

0.54

0.51

July

0.55

August

0.68

September

0.80

October

1.05

November

0.88

December

0.77

April
May
June

6.7

April

June

March

6.3

March

0.37

February

6.2

February

May

Analysis of salary expenses, EUR mln

January

January

0.39

employees are
protected by a collective
agreement

Month

Semi-fixed costs

0.16

ТОP-5

largest industry
employers

100%
Repairs

In the

July
August

4.8

September
October

6.2

November

6.2

December
Total

6.3

Average monthly
salary, EUR

Average* number
of persons

295.7
292.6
335.2
328.4
433.4
390.0
420.3
490.1
429.3
449.7
453.4
875.6
413.6

12 943
12 967
13 031
12 958
12 853
11 459
10 599
10 545
10 490
9 731
9 230
9 259
11 340

*Average staff number for the given period is a sum of average
staff number for each day of the period divided by the number of
days within the given period

6.4
6.7

Payments under a the collective
agreement, EUR mln

6.5

0.6
0.17

– deductions for trade unions

6.9
12.0

– payments for social benefits
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Integrated Power System
of Ukraine

БІЛОРУСЬ

Рівненська АЕС
Ковель

ПОЛЬЩА

Західна ЕС

substations

Л

Луцьк Північна

110-750 kV, 34 of them in
temporarily uncontrolled and
occupied territories.

Грабів

ЛУЦЬК

Замость

Луцьк Південна

Н. Волинськ

РІВНЕ

Новоград-Волинська

Рівне

ЖИТОМ

Хмельницька АЕС
Жешув

Добротвірська ТЕС
Радивилів
Шепетівка
Львів Західна
Яворів

Львів-2

ЛЬВІВ

Львів Південна

ТЕРНОПІЛЬ
Розділ

thousand km

Тернопільська

Хмельницька

Західноукраїнська

Дрогобич

Стрий

trunk and interstate transmission lines 220-750 kV.

УЖГОРОД

Бар
Івано-Франківськ
Кам’янець-Подільська

Богородичани

Воловець

Вінни

Калуш

ІВАНО-ФРАНКІВСЬК

Капушани

Південно-Західна ЕС

Бурштинська ТЕС
ГПП-1

СЛОВАЧЧИНА

ВІН

ХМЕЛЬНИЦЬКИЙ

Борислав

Дністровська ГЕС
Чернівецька

Дністровська ГАЕС

Мукачеве

Кішварда
Хуст

Тісальок

MW

ЧЕРНІВЦІ

Шайосегед

На Альбертиршу

Бельці

at a frequency of 50 Hz and a
temperature of -12,0°C was the
absolute maximum consumption of electricity of the IPS of
Ukraine on 08.02.2017 (Wednesday) at 18:00.

УГОРЩИНА

Рошіорь

МО

Стр

РУМУНІЯ

Map key
Power lines (in operation)

Objects of generation (in operation)

Power lines (future)

NPP

750 kV
400-500 kV

750 kV

CHPP / TPP

330 kV

330 kV

HPP

220 kV

Substations (in operation)
750 kV
400-500 kV
330 kV
220 kV

Вулкан

HPSPP
Substations
(under construction)
750 kV
400-500 kV
330 kV

Objects of generation
(under construction)

Cities
На Добруджу

Borders of Ukraine
Borders of countries
EU borders
Borders of regions

HPP
HPSPP

Ісакч

Topographic elements

Water reservoirs
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Гомель

Мозир

Шостка
Чернігівська

Курська АЕС

ЧЕРНІГІВ

Славутич
Чорнобильська АЕС

РОСІЯ

Конотоп
Суми Північна

СУМИ

Ніжинська

Лісова

Суми
Київська ГЕС
ТЕЦ-6

Північна

Нивки

Київська
Західна

МИР

Бєлгород
ШБХЗ

КИЇВ

Валуйки

Північна ЕС

Трипільська ТЕС

ХАРКІВ

Миргород

Залютино

Придонська

Донська

Лосеве
Харківська

ТЕЦ 5

Канівська ГЕС

Центральна ЕС

Слобожанська

Харківська

Канівська ГАЕС

Білоцерківська
Козятин

Нововоронезька АЕС

Східна

ТЕЦ-5

Новокиївська

Житомирська

Північноукраїнська
Броварська

ПОЛТАВА
Куп’янськ

Зміївська ТЕС
Полтава

ННИЦЯ

ЧЕРКАСИ

Черкаська

Степова

Донбаська ЕС

Поляна

ицька

Кременська

Кременчук

Вінницька

Кременчуцька ГЕС

Сисоєве

КРЕМЕНЧУК

Тальне

Дніпровська ЕС

Пічна
Середньодніпровська ГЕС

Українка

ВДГМК

Рудна

Вуглегірська ТЕС

Білицька

Першотравнева

Кварцит
Криворізька
Южно-Українська АЕС

Ташлицька ГАЕС

Дніпровська ГЕС 2
Дніпровська ГЕС 1
Правобережна

Південна

Гірнича

Дніпро-Донбас

Нікопольська

Рибниця

ДМЗ
ХБК

Запорізька

Південнодонбаська

Трихати

Зоря

Таганрог (Т-15)

На Ростовську

Азовська

Мирна

Миколаївська
Каховська ГЕС
Мелітопольська

Центроліт

ОДЕСА

Молочанська

Березань

Доброславська

Несвітай ДРЕС

Запорізька ТЕС

МИКОЛАЇВ
Приморська

Шахти

Старобешівська ТЕС
Іванівка

Запорізька АЕС

ХБК

Донська

Амвросіївка

ЗАПОРІЖЖЯ

Південна ЕС

рашени

Антрацит

Харцизька
Південна

Зуївська ТЕС
Чайкине ЗУДРЕС

Феросплавна

Криворізька ТЕС

ОЛДОВА

Перемога

ДОНЕЦЬК

Смолянка

Курахівська ТЕС

Запорізька

ЛУГАНСЬК

Центральна
Макіївська

Побузька

Подільська

ПД ТЕС

Луганська

Новодонбаська
Алчевська

Дніпровська
Вузлова

Луганська ТЕС

Михайлівка
Алмазна

Донбаська

ДНІПРО

Кам’янська

Миронівська ТЕС

Травнева

Павлоградська

Прометей

Дніпровська

КРОПИВНИЦЬКИЙ

Молдавська ДРЕС

Ювілейна

ЛІП

Ладижинська ТЕС

Кишинів

Лисичанська

Слов’янська ТЕС

Лозова

Аджалик

Тилігульська

Херсонська

Каховська

Каховська

Усатове

ХЕРСОН

Новоодеська

Аквілон
Титан

Арциз

Сода

Перекопськ

нешти
Островська

Джанкой
Казантип

Мар’янівка

Кримська ЕС

Донузлав

Західнокримська

ча

Сімферопольська ТЕЦ

Насосна-3

Насосна-2

Камиш-Бурун

Елеваторна

СІМФЕРОПОЛЬ

Феодосійська

Чорноморська

Сімферопольська
Бахчисарай

Number of power plants by type

Севастопольська

147
SPP

95

CHPP

27

biomass,
biogas

19
WPP

12
TPP

10
HPP

4

NPP
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Electricity production in Ukraine

0.1%

55.1%

Other

NPP

155.4

billion kWh

0.5%

electricity
generated

SPP

6.8%

0.6%

HPP,
HPSPP

WPP

28.9%

8.0%

TPP

CHPP
and other TPP

Installed capacity of power plants of the IPS of Ukraine, MW
2015

2016*

2017*

NPP

13 835.0

13 835.0

13 835.0

TPP GC

27 803.0

24 565.0

24 565.0

CHPP and unit stations

6 463.0

5 946.8

5 972.3

HPP

4 698.5

4 711.0

4 719.2

HPSPP

1 185.5

1 509.5

1 509.5

WPP

427.6

300.4

328.4

SPP

359.1

458.0

758.4

Other (biomass and biogas)

54.4

62.6

96.9

54 826.1

51 388.3

51 784.7

Total

*Excluding producers from the AR Crimea and temporarily occupied territories of Luhansk and Donetsk regions
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Balance of generation and consumption of electricity, billion kWh
2015
157.7
150.4
120.1
3.6
2.1

Generation
Consumption
Transmission
Export
Import

2016
154.8
149.3
111.2
4.0
0

Export and import
Powerful interstate lines of Ukrenergo ensure a
significant electricity exchange with the power
systems of the EU (Hungary, Slovakia, Poland and
Romania) and CIS countries (Belarus, Moldova,

2017
155.4
149.7
113.8
5.2
0

Russia). The export possibilities are limited by the
transfer capacity of the interstate power grids of
the "island" of Burshtynska TPP. There were no
commercial import supplies of electricity to the
IPS of Ukraine in 2017.

Consumers paying Ukrenergo for the reactive electricity flows
19

Dniprovskyi region

2016
2017

Donbaskyi region

31

5

0

50
50

West region

Total:

23

Southern region

158
175

6
6

Southwest region

26
52

Northern region
Central region

3

57

5

Structure of electricity consumption
2017
2016

42.8
29.4

42.3
30.4

Agriculture
Transport

Specific weight,

5.3 5.1

Industry

Construction

%

12.8
12.6 0.7 5.7
0.7
5.9

Municipal consumers

3.0
3.1

Other non-industrial consumers
Population
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Construction and Modernization

€1
bln

credit portfolio
of projects

One of the priority directions of the company’s activity is the construction and modernization of power facilities aimed at developing trunk
grids. Implementation of a number of projects will greatly improve the
reliability of the IPS of Ukraine, reduce operational costs and losses
from power transmission.
Continuous improvement of methods for managing the
processes of design, construction and modernization
of trunk grids requires implementation of a number of
measures that involve the formation of a portfolio of investment projects. To implement such projects, loans
from international financial institutions totaling 1 billion
euros are also involved.
In the framework of the investment program approved
annually by the NEURC, we substantiate target expenses,
directed for capital investments in the construction and
modernization of power units, purchase of tangible and
intangible assets, etc. Together with the projects of construction and modernization, one of the priority areas is
to increase the efficiency of operational activities, which
is implemented through a number of projects.

Introduced
fixed assets
for

€162.9
mln

Including:
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for the new construction objects

for the projects of modernization

fixed assets purchased

138.2

19.9

4.7

EUR mln

106.4
29.1
1.2

EUR mln

EUR mln

5.5 EUR mln of credit funds
mln of company’s
14.3 EUR
profit and depreciation

EUR mln of credit funds
EUR mln of company’s profit

at the expense
of profits and
depreciation

EUR mln of funds from other
sources

Construction at the expense of credit funds
Objects financed at the expense of the IFI`s loan funds and completed in 2014-2017
Project name

Description

Project "Construction
of 750 kV overhead line
Zaporizhzhia NPP –
Kakhovska",
EBRD and EIB

Project
"Construction
of 750 kV OHL
Rivnenska NPP-Kyiv",
EBRD and EIB

Electricity Transmission Project,
IBRD

Rehabilitation of SS 330 kV "Pivdenna"

Rehabilitation of SS 330 kV "Dniprodzerzhynska"

Rehabilitation of SS 220kV "Azovska"
Purchase of high-voltage switches for substations 750 kV
Supply of additional high-voltage switches
for substations 750 kV

Contract amount, mln

Currency

4.6

EUR

50.5

UAH

4.6

EUR

47

UAH

2.4

EUR

27.4

UAH

139

SEK

108

SEK

6.6

USD

Year of
completion
2014
2014
2016
2016
2016

0.18

EUR

Supply of high-voltage equipment

10.1

EUR

2016

Relay protection and automation for substations 750 kV

37.6

USD

2016

Supply of insulating suspensions for OHL 330 kV

0.82

USD

2015

Supply of shunting reactors

254

UAH

2015

132.6

EUR

2016

Design, construction, installation, setting and commissioning of
750 kV OHL Khmelnytska NPP – Chornobylska NPP at SS 750 kV
"Kyivska"

61.3

EUR

2016

Construction of 750 kV OHL Zaporizhzhia NPP – Kakhovska

55.4

EUR

2017

Construction of substation 750/330 kV Kakhovska, Lot 1: supply
and installation of AT21000 MVA, automated control system
of technological processes, relay protection and automation
systems, as well as construction of accompanying infrastructure

95.3

EUR

2016

Construction of substation 750/330 kV Kakhovska. Lot 2: supply
and installation of AT1 1000 MVA and relating infrastructure

17.3

EUR

2016

Construction of the the overhang 330 kV OHL Novokakhovska –
Ostrovska

11

EUR

2017

19.5

EUR

2017

Design, construction, installation, commissioning and
commissioning of 750 kV overhead line Rivne NPP – Kyiv

Construction of the overhang 330 kV OHL Novokakhovska –
Khersonska
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Objects financed at the expense of the IFI’s loans and comissioned in 2014-2017
Cost of the introduced fixed
assets, EUR mln, excluding VAT

Commissioning

Rehabilitation of SS 330 kV "Pivdenna"

8.5

26.12.2014

Rehabilitation of SS 330 kV "Dniprodzerzhynsk"

8.1

26.12.2014

Rehabilitation of SS 220 kV "Azovska"

2.1

29.06.2016

Total

18.7

Name of the object

Influence on the integrated
power system of Ukraine

Electricity Transmission Project

Increasing the reliability and
supply of electricity in the
regions

Project "Construction of 750 kV OHL of Rivnenska NPP – Kyivska with overhangs of 750 kV OHL"
750 kV OHL Rivnenska NPP – Kyivska

89.9

20.04.2017

Measures on 750 kV OHL Khmelnitsky NPP –
Chornobyl NPP at SS 750 kV "Kyivska"

35.6

29.09.2017

Total

125.5*

Increasing reliability of
power supply in the central
region of Ukraine, ensuring
full delivery of installed
capacity of the NPP

* Including own funds of SE "NPC "Ukrenergo"

In addition, at the expense of credit funds
the following facilities were also financed:
Construction objects:
• 750 kV OHL Zaporizka NPP – Kakhovska, in particular
completion of construction 750 kV SS "Kakhovska",
overhangs of 330 kV OHL Novokakhovska-Ostrovska
and Novokakhovska-Khersonska – EUR 23.6 mln;
• installation of AT-2 at SS 750 kV "Kyivska" –
EUR 11.6 mln;
Modernization for the amount of EUR 8.7 mln:
• Substation 330 kV "Kryvorizhska" – EUR 1.2 mln;
• Substation 330 kV "Dnipro-Donbas" – EUR 2.1 mln;
• Substation 330 kV "Kremenchuk" – EUR 2.0 mln;
• Substation 330 kV "Novokyivska" – EUR 1.6 mln;
• Substation 330 kV "Sumy" – EUR 0.9 mln;
• Substation 330 kV "Cherkaska" – EUR 0.85 mln.

Comissioned at own expenses:
9th launch complex of 750 kV OHL RNPP – Kyivska: reconstruction of SS 750 kV "Kyivska" for the amount of
EUR 14.7 mln.
• Installation of autotransformer and reactor at SS 750
kV "Zakhidnoukrainska."
• Modernization of 750 kV open switchgears at 750 kV
SS Zakhidnoukrainska, Vinnytska.
• Reconstruction of a section of 400 kV OHL Burshtynska TPP – Mukacheve, OHL 330 kV L-201/202 Zaporizhska-750 – Dnipro-Donbas No. 1, No. 2, OHL 330 kV

VOLODYMYR KUDRYTSKYI,

Director for Investments and Strategy:
In 2017 we changed the approaches to investment policy and defined
three key principles of its formation
and implementation.
The first one is the priority of financing new construction and modernization at the expense of
IFI’s loan funds, which are significantly cheaper
than commercial loans in the financial market of
Ukraine, which reduces the pressure on the tariff.
The second one is the complex modernization of
objects instead of the partial modernization, used
for the fastest economic and technological effect
and optimal use of the investment resource.
The third one is a three-year horizon of investment planning and decision-making by the investment committee. The newly established investment committee includes all area directors, who
collectively decide on the inclusion of certain objects in the investment program and their sources
of financing.
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Trykhaty-KrES2, Usatove-Adzhalyk-1, ChNPP-Lisova.
• Reconstruction of open switchgears 330 kV with replacement of equipment at 12 substations in nine
regions of Ukraine.
• Modernization of relay protection and automation
devices at 28 substations 220‑750 kV in all regions
of Ukraine.
In addition, the construction was financed at SS
400 kV SS "Mukacheve" (installation of AT-4), SS 750 kV
"Vinnytska" (AT-2), 330 kV "Chernivetska" (AT-3), as well

as new construction of SS 500 "Kreminska", and other
objects.
We continued the financing of the transformer program
for the amount of EUR 45.0 mln (acquisition, supply and
installation of autotransformers , quadrature voltage
control transformers and reactors).
• Autotransformers for 6 PS 330 kV, as well as reactors
for SS "Zaporizka" and SS "Dniprovska" were delivered. Their installation and commissioning is scheduled to be completed in 2018.

For implementation of the project on optimization of
information resources and services, as well as monitoring systems, the grid equipment and increased

computing capacity of existing server equipment
by installing additional relevant nodes and components.

Purchases of equipment and fixed assets:

504 pcs

1407

purchased
workstations,
98 monitors
and 32 laptops

units of
computers
were updated

Electricity consumption

3788

2016

113 837
111 222

3647

2015

2017

Transmitted and lost electricity
in Ukrenergo’s grid, mln kWh

120 094

4203

3.30%
3.25%
3.50%

The amount of electricity transmitted
Technological electricity losses (TEL), mln kWh

%

Percentage of technological electricity losses in relation
to the amount of electricity transmitted
*Excluding the AR Crimea and temporarily occupied territories of
Luhansk and Donetsk regions

41
1940
45

units of diagnostic equipment;
units of technical equipment;

units of special equipment (truck cranes,
car lifts, electro laboratory, brigade cars, trucks,
bulldozers).

Indicators of technological electricity losses during the
transmission are relatively stable, as they are inevitable
during the operation of power equipment and depend
on the mode of electricity transmission, the composition of generation, the state of the grids and their parameters, the length of lines (transmission distances)
and other factors.
Ways of loss reduction:
• high-quality voltage regulation used to optimize the
grid performance;
• regulation of transformation coefficients;
• regulation of reactive power of power generating capacities of producers.
In addition to the technological component, there are
losses associated with weather conditions, which can
not be significantly affected by the company. We can
only predict possible expenses and take measures to
compensate for them.

Outages frequency
The readiness of the system is (approximately) 97%,
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the first time began to calculate indicators of continuity of
electricity transmission in mainline grids. Key measures
to reduce these indicators are the prevention of outages
and reduced response time and recovery of damage or
equipment failure, as well as grid modernization.

which is by 0.5‑1% lower than the best power systems
indicators in European countries. The company is actively working on the modernization and reconstruction
of grids and equipment to bring this indicator to the
maximum possible.

2017

The main reasons for shutdowns can be:
• Emergency shutdown's caused by mechanical damage
arising from the interference of unauthorized entities
and persons, including due to economic activities,
which is one of the key reasons for the increase in the
number of shutdowns during the reporting period.
• Emergency shutdown due to natural circumstances:
not influenced by the company, the only possible measures provide for reducing the time of restoring the
functioning of the damaged area of the grid.
• Disconnection of equipment during reconstruction
and modernization: it is necessary, but correct planning of such works and timely notification of consumers can reduce the negative consequences.
Measures for prevention include conducting explanatory
work, informing, instructing on regulations and restrictions
relating to the population and organizations performing
their activity within the transmission lines influence zone.
In 2017, the company implemented initial steps to increase control over activities in the influence zone by
strengthening the protection system of the IPS and introducing the newest automatic control technologies,
boosting personnel mobility and equipment modernization.
The average duration of shutdowns is directly related to
their number and equals to 2.8 minutes. In accordance
with Resolution of the NEURC (state regulator in electricity sector) No. 714 of 31.05.2017, in 2017, Ukrenergo for

Estimated amount of untransmitted
electricity ENS*, ths. kWh

614.1

Average capacity in the system P*T,
thousand kW

12995.1

Index of average duration of shutdowns
in the system, AIT*, min.

2.8

* The calculation was made in accordance with the provisions
defined by the NEURC, http://zakon0.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/v0714874-17

General accident rate
in SE "NPC "Ukrenergo" by years
Emergency through natural calamities
and interference by third parties
number of failures

General emergency
for other reasons

2015 -108 t.b.

2016 - 84 t.b.

2017 - 112 t.b.

*Excluding producers of the AR Crimea and temporarily occupied territories of Luhansk and Donetsk regions

Reduction in energy consumption by
administrative and industrial buildings,%*
Gas, m3

99
102
100
Electricity, ths. KW

102
95
100

Heat power, GCal

79
100

2015

2016

2017

*In percent to previous year; basic year - 2015

Such results are achieved through:
 use of automatic systems for regulating the temperature of the coolant depending on the tempera-
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ture of the outside air in the autonomous heating
systems;
 explanatory work with the personnel concerning the
efficient use of lighting in offices and public places;
 staff reduction;
 use of economical pumping equipment in heating
systems;
 installation of heat meters at the district heating facilities;
 replacement of wooden windows with modern energy-saving ones;
 replacement of obsolete double gates with energy
saving rolling gates in garage maintenance boxes;
 replacement of incandescent lamps with modern
energy saving lamps (luminiscent, LED);
 shutdown of cooling fans in transformers in low
temperatures;
 automation of heating circuits;
 rational use of lighting;
 rinsing of the central heating system in 2017.
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Efficiency Projects
ERP
Ukraine's energy security and the Company's activities
are aimed at integrating the IPS of Ukraine into ENTSO-E. Therefore both the activities and business processes must meet its requirements. Implementation of
the ERP system provides automation of accounting and
tax processes, financial management, procurement and
personnel management. Implementation of the ERP
system is a priority task for 2018‑2020. As a result of the
conducted tender, the ERP system developed by Microsoft Dynamic Axapta, used by the transmission system
operators – members of ENTSO-E, will be implemented.

STAGES OF THE PROJECT:

Stage 1. The working title of the project: "Introduction
of a management accounting system."
Source of financing: tariffs.
Deadline for implementation: 2018‑2019
Stage 2. Equipment and repairs management system
implementation.
Source of funding: World Bank loan funds.
Deadline for implementation: 2019‑2020

IMPLEMENTATION IN 2017:

The approved project's Charter, defining the goals, project volumes, limitations and assumptions, description
of the organizational structure, powers and responsibilities of the project working group. A tender was con-

cluded, an agreement was concluded with LLC "Smart
Business" for the supply and implementation of Microsoft Dynamic Axapta ERP system.

Smart Grid
In 2014, a contract was signed between the Ministry of
Energy and Coal Industry of Ukraine and the Belgian
company Tractebel for the development of Technical
and economic substantiation of the project, proposing
the introduction of a number of pilot technologies.
In 2016, a tender procedure was launched to select a
consultant for the development of tender documentation for the procurement of software and technical solutions for the Smart Grid project, which resulted in the
conclusion of a contract with AFConsult on February 8,
2017. The process of preparing tender documentation
for the procurement of project components is ongoing.

ABOUT THE PROJECT:

The purpose of the Smart Grid project implementation
is to create a normative and technological basis for the
development of technologies in Ukraine aimed at reducing the uneven consumption schedule and balancing an increasing RE generation.
• achievement, at all levels of the company dispatch
management of:
a) complete observability of own substations subsys-
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tems;
b) conditions for the gradual increase in observability
distributed generation and related distribution companies;
c) calculations of grid operational safety in near real
time mode;
• creation of technological transparency of the company for other market participants and end users.

with all information being stored one database.
Receiving, reviewing and working with documents is
performed online without using paper. The exception
is the processing of documentation of strict reporting
and documentation, which provides for the mandatory
presence of "live" signature in a printed/paper document. SED operation fully supports the work of all docflow business processes. The documents archive is kept
in an electronic form.

Electronic document management
The goal of the project of the electronic document
management system (SED) is to accelerate the information exchange between the company’s structural units,
reduce the cost of administrative support, and establish
clear limits of responsibility for the management decision-making.
SED was put into operation on 25.05.2017.
Functional capabilities of the SED fully support the work
with EDS. The SED architecture consists of cloud-based
technologies, which ensuring the work of all departments according to unified rules and requirements,

100% of company employees use SED
The deadline for making decisions was
reduced from 2.5 days to 3-5 hours
Performance discipline
increased by

66.8%

Precautionary Principle
While performing its operational activities,
as well as operational and strategic planning, SE "NPC "Ukrenergo" adheres to and
is guided by the Precautionary principle or
approach in particular when it comes to insufficiently studied aspects or consequences of the company’s activities.
Aiming at reducing its environmental impact, the Company developed and implemented the policy on environmental
management, which defines goals and objectives for ensuring the rational use of natural resources, environmental protection
and minimizing the risks related to direct
activities of the company.
The development of design documentation
for construction or reconstruction of objects, taking into account the precautionary principle, includes an environmental
impact assessment, namely on the air environment, geological processes and soils,
water objects, flora and fauna, in particular
on the flora and fauna included in the Red
Data Book of Ukraine, protected sites, etc.
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Transport
Savings, EUR ct.

ELECTRIC VEHICLES

In September 2017, Ukrenergo acquired 5 Hyundai Ioniq electric cars for the needs of the management, powered by 119 bhp motor, with a 28 kWh
capacity battery and a range of 280 km, totally worth
EUR 0.16 mln. Three cars were delivered in October
and, on average, covered 375 kilometers per month.
In November 2017, all 5 electric vehicles were used,
and in general their distance run for the month
amounted to 9041 km, an average of 1880 km per car.
Using such cars instead of traditional ICEs will lead to
significant savings and, most importantly, reduce the
company’s environmental impact. In addition, electric
vehicles in the future would be a part of the Smart Grid
as a balancing service provider.

Costs per 1 km

0.87

electric car

10.59
car with gasoline
engine

90.2%
fuel economy
compared to
conventional
vehicles

1
electric car

3months

of operation
(October-December 2017)

3227

km of distance run

317.9
EUR

of savings
(compared to a car with
a gasoline engine of the
same class)
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SPECIALIZED TRANSPORT

In 2017, repair brigades of Rivne, Volyn and Zakarpattia regional operational centers of the Zakhidna power
system of Ukrenergo received 3 new modern specialized cars for servicing power lines.
Mobile emergency repair workshops are based on the
IVECO EuroCargo ML110 all-wheel drive chassis and
are optimally adapted for off-road, difficult terrain and
changing weather conditions in the mountainous and
wetlands of Volyn and the Carpathians.
The trucks are powerful (220 bhp) and efficient (18‑25
liters of diesel fuel per 100 km in IVECO vs. 52 liters of
petrol per 100 kilometers in ZIL-131), equipped with
Dragon Winch electric drag winch, special tires, fog
lamps, air conditioning.
The passenger module (domestically produced) is designed for 8 people and is equipped with an autonomous heater, a convenient and spacious separate
repair area.

MITSUBISHI L200

In September last year, the company increased its fleet
by 16 new Mitsubishi L200 pick-up trucks for servicing
power lines. All trucks use a standard body of normal
dimensions for efficient and fast operation. 10 units
are equipped with an electric winch. 4 cars were transferred to Dniprovska PS, 6 – to Zakhidna PS (equipped
with a winch), 4 – to Pivdenno-Zakhidna PS (also with a
winch). Pivnichna ES and Ukrenergoservis received one
unit each.
The presence of the cargo compartment significantly
improves the ability of electricians to perform more operations than before, and in many cases precludes the
use of cargo-passenger all-wheel drive linear cars. One
Mitsubishi Pajero car was purchased for the needs of
Dniprovska PS in 2017.

In Ukrenergo, quality equipment on 4x4 chassis of the
world-famous
automobile
brand replaces of Soviet models that have already exceeded their operation term.
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Waste

13,3

EUR thous. –
revenue from the sale of sorted
and recycled materials: scrap
metal, transformer oil, batteries,
waste paper, plastic, rubber, etc.

Waste management in Ukrenergo is organized in accordance with the requirements of the Law of Ukraine
"On Waste." Waste utilization is performed by means
of its transferring to specialized enterprises licensed to
deal with waste of I‑III class of hazard. During 2017, the
Company implemented measures for the final disposal
of polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), classified as hazardous waste in accordance with the Stockholm Convention
Industrial waste

Grade 1
hazard

Grade 2
hazard

Type of waste

Utilization method

2016

2017

–

1

39

Utilization

2

2

1

Transformer oil and motor and
transmission lubricants

Utilization, sale as secondary
raw materials

14

261

278

Batteries (lead)

Utilization, sale as secondary
raw materials

2

28

10

Utilization

2

2

1

Utilization, sale as secondary
raw materials

2

3

5

Filter materials (filters); rubbing materials
spoiled, exhausted or contaminated with
oil

Utilization

8

6

1

Other wastes: cobs of electrodes, residues
of abrasive wheels, etc.

Utilization

–

0.16

0.03

Utilization, sale as secondary
raw materials

1

82

1

Utilization

0.2

1

1

Disposal, utilization

Luminescent lamps and mercurycontaining wastes

Worn tires

Large waste (reinforced concrete,
porcelain, etc.)
Other identified waste

Accumulation of solid household waste (SHW) is organized according to the container scheme. The disposal
Household waste

Grade 4
hazard

Mass, t/year
2015

Equipment with PCB content

Absorbents spoiled,
exhausted or contaminated

Grade 3
hazard

on Persistent Organic Pollutants, signed by Ukraine on
May 23, 2001 and ratified by Law of Ukraine No. 949‑V
of 18.04.2007.
During this year, 928 canisters of static capacitors CS series with the PCB content of 38,742 kg were disposed. In
total, for the years 2005‑2017, 10,527 canisters of static
capacitors with the PCB contents of 276 501 kg were disposed on the objects of SE "NPC "Ukrenergo."

Type of waste
Solid waste (not sorted)

of solid waste is carried out by a specialized company
licensed for waste management.
Utilization method
Sorting, composting, burial

Mass, t/year
2015

2016

2017

751

803

1
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IV. UKRENERGO OF THE FUTURE

STRATEGY OF SE "NPC "UKRENERGO"

A new model of the electricity market and the future integration of the
IPS of Ukraine into ENTSO-E requires a profound reforming of power
companies. The strategy serves as a roadmap of qualitative and systemic transformations of the company.
Institutional
restructuring
of the company

Technological
upgrade of
infrastructure

Strategy
priorities
Strategic Goals
• Ensuring the reliability of operation of the trunk
power grids in the long run.
• Ensuring the integral operation of the IPS of
Ukraine.
• Integration of the electricity market and trunk
power grids of Ukraine into ENTSO-E.
• Optimization of the company’s calculated tariff.

In May 2017, the long-term
Development Strategy of SE
"NPC "Ukrenergo" was approved for the first time. The
document clearly outlines the
benchmarks, goals and objectives for all aspects of the enterprise. The strategy is based
on the best international ex-

Improving the company’s
operational efficiency

perience and has intermediate targets for the implementation of goals and objectives.
The long-term Ukrenergo development strategy is an important component of Ukraine’s
energy security. After all, as a result, we will
receive an increase in the reliability of the
operation of the IPS of Ukraine, the effective
use of energy resources and the possibility of integration of the Ukrainian electricity
market into the European one.
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Key directions of the Strategy
Power Transmission Grid

Dispatching

Information Technology

Electricity Market

Finances

Personnel

Corporate Governance

Ukrenergo in 2026
Is a transmission system
operator, integrated into
ENTSO-E, among the TOP-5
European TSOs in view of
costs per unit of installed
capacity and the level of
technological
development. The company has to
become a flexible "think
tank", managing the transmission grids in an automated mode, a platform
for the introduction of the
latest technologies in the
energy sector.

RES Integration

Integration into ENTSO-E

Communications

Tasks for SE "NPC "Ukrenergo"
• Safety and reliability of electricity supply.
• Energy efficiency.
• Integration of the IPS of Ukraine into ENTSO-E.
• Ensuring the flow of electricity.
• Modernization and introduction of

innovations.
• Cybersecurity.
• Promotion of the development of renewable

energy sources.
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Institutional Rebuilding of the Company
Integration into ENTSO-E

First achievements
On June 28, 2017, the Agreement was signed

Preconditions
Today, the power system of Ukraine works synchronously with the power systems of the CIS countries, primarily
Russian Federation. Balancing of the power system and
the country's energy security depend most on the Russian Federation. Reliability of the IPS of Ukraine and our
energy independence is practically endangered. There is
no competitive electricity market, while tariffs are set by
the Regulator. During the transition to a new model of
the electricity market, there is no opportunity to create
real competition since the market is monopolized by two
players – producers of nuclear and thermal energy. Grid
synchronization and market liberalization will open the
Ukrainian energy market for European players, which will
create competition.

Technological readiness of the IPS of Ukraine
to join ENTSO-E
Implementation and harmonization of national legislation
with the European rules
Ukrenergo status in ENTSO-E
Degree of integration of the IPS of Ukraine
into the European Continental Power system ENTSO-E
The technically possible volume of power exchange
between the IPS of Ukraine and ENTSO-E

The agreement on the future integration of the power
systems of Ukraine and Moldova with the continental Europe grid ENTSO-E provides for the implementation of
the Catalog of requirements for a period of five years.
Another year is required to work in isolation mode.

The ultimate goal
The accession involves bringing the parameters of the
IPS of Ukraine to ENTSO-E requirements. The parallel
operation with the European grid is an opportunity for
the IPS of Ukraine to increase the reliability of electricity
transmission by joining a large and stable system, as well
as increasing competition in the domestic market.

2017

2019

2026

15 %

50 %

100 %*

5%

90 %

100 %

Absent

Associate Observer
Member

Membership

10 %

10 %

100 %

885 MW

885 MW

4000 MW

*An agreement on the integration of grids assumes the synchronous operation of the IPS of Ukraine with ENTSO-E in 2022.

Electricity market
Preconditions
There is no competitive and efficient allocation of resources in the electricity sector in Ukraine. Pricing is not
market – but tariff-based, regulated by the State. The new
"Law On Electricity Market" is to change the situation.

Expected result
Establishment of a competitive market. The "single
player" model (SE "Energorynok") will be replaced by
a model involving many buyers and sellers. In the new
market, Ukrenergo will act as a transmission system operator. As well as the market operator of balancing and

ancillary services, which will be purchased on a competitive basis, similar to losses in the grids. Allocation of
the transmission capacity of trunk power grids for the
commercial exchange of electricity will be performed at
auctions among market participants.
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The path to implementation:

2017

2018-2019

2026

Implementation of balancing market, market of ancillary services, registration of bilateral agreements
Ukrenergo does not purchase ancillary
services, there is no balancing market,
electricity purchase/sale is performed in
the wholesale electricity market

Ancillary services are predominantly purchased by transmission systems operators
under regulated contracts; the balancing market, the market of bilateral agreements and the
auction platform are being implemented

Optimization of processes in the ancillary
services market, the balancing market,
the bilateral agreements market, at the
auction platform for sales and purchases
under bilateral agreements

Fulfilling the functions of the Commercial Metering Administrator (CMA) and the Settlements Administrator (SA)
Within the Ukrenergo framework, the
CMA and SA perform organizational support for the process of implementing a
new electricity market

Fulfilling the functions of the CMA and SA in
the electricity market, concluding relevant
contracts and software implementations

Allocation of cross-border capacity and introduction of ITC-mechanism
Unilateral auctions in the "manual mode",
the mechanism of compensation for losses during electricity transit (ITC-mechanism) have not been implemented

Common auctions with the neighboring ENTSO-E TSOs and Moldova are being implemented, ITC-mechanism is implemented

Market inclusivity, attracting consumers, flexibility
Consumers do not have organizational
and technical capabilities to participate in
the electricity market

Pilot launches of Demand Response
and Vehicle-to-Grid projects

Optimization of the CMA and SA operation, and related software, implementation of support for Demand Response
and Vehicle-to-Grid

Common auctions on the centralized JAO
platform, improvement of the ITC mechanism in accordance with the EU Regulations

A regulatory and technological basis for
implementation of flexibility technologies
through the direct involvement of endusers to balancing the power system is
established

Corporate Governance Reform
First achievements
Preconditions
Incompatibility with European corporate governance
practices. There is a need to eliminate political impact
on the Company’s operations and simplify assets management.

The ultimate goal
• Establishment of an independent Supervisory Board.
• Corporatization of the Company – transformation of its
organizational form from SE into a private joint-stock
company, with 100% of shares belonging to the state.

In 2017, the reform process started:
• We reduced number of management levels in the
company with the provision of maximum social protection and financial compensation for retired employees;
• A new Charter of the company, which provides for
the establishment of the Supervisory Board, was approved;
• In November 2017, the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine
adopted a decision on the corporatization of SE "NPC
"Ukrenergo" through transforming it into a private
joint-stock company (PrJSC) with 100% state-owned
shares.

2017

2018-2019

2022

Management body and
organizational form

Ministry of Energy and
Coal Industry of Ukraine,
state enterprise

Shareholder +
Supervisory Board

Shareholder +
Supervisory Board

Organizational
structure

Unitary company with
a management apparatus
and separated
subdivisions

Unitary company

A holding company with separate legal
entities and functions: operation and dispatching; production functions; service
functions

Corporate
governance tools

Absent

Internal audit

Internal audit
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Infrastructure Modernization
Power transmission grid

of management. Almost 65% of fixed assets of trunk grids
are physically worn out and obsolete.

Preconditions

Expected result

The current technological level of trunk and interstate
grids does not allow to achieving the desired level of power supply reliability, optimizing the costs of operation and
grid management and implementing European standards

Elimination of "bottlenecks" in the work of the trunk power grids will increase the reliability of electricity supply to
consumers, reduce the company’s costs for servicing and
managing the grid.

The path to implementation:
Number of substations that can be controlled
remotely

2017

2018-2019

2026

0

3

All (103*)

0%

Pilot project

95%

Not compliant

Sufficient to implement
automation plans

Full compliance

Outsourcing of current grid maintenance
functions with reduced costs

Insignificant
level

Repair functions are separated
from operation

30-40%
(if economically feasible)

Transmission of technological information
through fiber optic lines

1548 km, no
DWDM systems

>2300 km
DWDM system on the
Vinnytsia – Lviv section

100% of Ukrenergo objects
are provided with their own
FOCL channels

Degree of automation of transmission lines
diagnostics automation
Compliance of the regulatory framework with
the requirements of modern technology levels

*Excluding temporarily occupied territories

Dispatching
Expected result

Preconditions
The dispatch management vertical structure requires
the transformation and implementation of unified data
processing and energy equipment management software at all levels.

The path to implementation:

2017

Complete reengineering of the dispatching function,
bringing it to the ENTSO-E management standards.
Implementation of the unified SCADA system for data
processing, introduction of an economic dispatching
process.

2018-2019

2026

Optimization
of regimes
management

2 levels: central dispatching
center (CDC) and dispatching
points of power systems (PS)

Keeping 2 levels of regime control

One-level dispatching process

Optimization
of equipment
management

Organization and execution of
operational switching is carried
out within the dispatching
vertical

The unified structure of
transmission system equipment
dispatch control is approved

The unified SCADA system allows operating equipment from a single control
center
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Commercial
dispatching

Absent

Determining the volumes
and types of data, building
the appropriate system
architecture

The system of commercial dispatching
is introduced

Compliance of the
dispatching standards with
the requirements of the
Operation Handbook

Partially

The regulation unit joint
with Moldova is established

Full compliance

A new modern format of
the dispatcher workplace

Current location

Renewed current
location

A new main controlling center, its full
replica at one of the regional dispatch
centers and renewed regional dispatch
centers

Information technologies
Preconditions

The operation of the ERP-system centralizes all management and accounting processes. There will be a cumulative base of statistical data necessary for forecasting and
analysis.

Insufficient development of IT security and prevention
of cyber attacks. Outdated computer grids, insufficient
delimitation of technological and customer IT networks,
lack of development of communication channels, lack of a
unified system of IT processes in the company’s structural
subdivisions.

Expected result
Increased cybersecurity due to new IT solutions, new
communication channels, and modern level of data protection. IT processes are manageable and measurable.

The path
to implementation:
Software for the
automation of market
functions

Technological software

IT Infrastructure
Cybersecurity system
Management software

2017
Absent

2018-2019

2022

The software ensures:
• balancing of the grid in real time taking into account new market mechanisms;
• automation of invoicing to market participants, control over payments;
• electricity metering, automation of processes in the retail market, data collection for
each market participant.

The existing outdated
SCADA/AGS/EMS/DTS
system does not meet the
ENTSO-E requirements

The new SCADA system provides for
the remote control over a substation
and technological video surveillance

The SMART GRID system ensures:
• 100% real-time observability of substations and
conditions for the acceptance of new volumes
of telemetry from distribution companies and
distributed generation from RES;
• Forecasting RES generation;
• An integration platform for collecting the power
system data.

Multiple, fractional IT
infrastructure

Adaptive infrastructure with support
for management at different levels

Emergency-proof infrastructure

Obsolete protection tools

Physical division of grids. Monitoring
changes

A system for preventing unauthorized
access is developed

"Zoo" of systems

Automated range of management
processes: accounting, finance, HR,
procurement

All management processes are automated
using the ERP system
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Operational Efficiency Enhancement
Finance
The ultimate goal
Preconditions
The company’s tariff is currently set by the "expense+"
method. This means that the company does not have sufficient flexibility in managing its own financial resources.
Introducing the RAB-tariff will allow the company to focus
on managing its own costs.

10 years later, the company will be an organization with
five times larger assets generating twice the profit, with
almost unchanged debt load, and at the same time fully
upgraded technologically. This will allow the company
after 2026 to increase profits to EUR 0.27 bln annually.
The real tariff after the renovation of technological facilities will tend to decline annually.

$0,3
billion
additional company's profits annually after 2026
The path to implementation:
EBITDA level
Optimized discounted
calculated tariff

2017

2018-2019

2026

65%

65%

65%

EUR 0.23 ct./kWh

EUR 0.13 ct./kWh

EUR 0.17 ct./kWh

Integration of Generation from Renewable Energy Sources (RES)
Preconditions
Intensive development of generation from renewable
energy sources, a low level of predictability of their operation and the limited capacity to ensure reserves require
new approaches to balancing the IPS of Ukraine, as well
as regulating the development of such generation. Maximum installed capacity of SPP and WPP the power grid
can accept with providing the necessary reserves from
the existing generation, is 3000 MW.

The ultimate goal
Ensuring the implementation of the national energy decarbonization policy, intensive development of generation from RES, while ensuring the balance of production
and consumption in the IPS of Ukraine, and respecting
the levels of safety, reliability and quality of electricity.
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Maximal capacity level of
WPP and SPP, that can
be accepted by the power
system of Ukraine without
any serious malfunction.
At this level, the power
system is balanced.

3000
MW

Solution – introduction of new capacities
gas reciprocating
power plants

2000 500
MW

batteries

MW

RES with the annual WPP generation – 4.8 billion kWh and SPP – 1.9 billion kWh respectively replace the energy generation by thermal power plants in a volume of 6 billion kWh per year.
If there are no restrictions on the development of renewable energy sources without introducing
of new maneuvering capacities, it will be necessary to decrease the base load of nuclear power
plants and increase it for generating companies of the TPP.
The construction of new highly maneuvering balancing capacities will allow the company both not
to restrict the generation of renewable energy sources and to decrease the base load of the coal
generation.
The main task of Ukrenergo is to ensure the reliable operation of the power system with due regard to the necessary share of renewable energy sources.

Personnel

The ultimate goal

Preconditions
Low wages, low motivation to improve professional knowledge. Most of the staff is focused on the process, not on the
result. Insufficient number of highly qualified engineers.

The path
to implementation:

Increased labor productivity through automation of
equipment and management processes, simplification of
organizational structure and optimization of the number
of employees. The introduction of the KPI system (key
performance indicators) and the reform of the remuneration system – the market level of wages and the focus
on the outcome, not on the process.

2017

2018-2019

2026

Productivity

Not measured

+30%

+200%

Involvement

Not measured

25%

60%

Fixed part
of remuneration
(salary)

Tariff grid, no comparison
with the market, no clear
process of salary change

Grading system, market
salaries, transparent rules
of salary change

Grading system, market
salaries, transparent rules
of salary changes

Variable part of
reward (bonus)

No functional and
individual criteria

Benefits based on a set of
criteria: corporate, functional,
individual

The bonus system is maximally adapted to functional
and individual features

Only a compulsory program (labor protection, technical skills).
No needs assessment and assessment of learning outcomes

Comprehensive system of
training, built on a systematic
needs assessment

Corporate Automated Knowledge Base. The training is
aimed at the development of
competencies and the introduction of innovations

Development
system
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V. EUROINTEGRATION

OF THE UKRAINIAN POWER SYSTEM:
SYNCHRONIZATION WITH ENTSO-E
The integration of the power system of Ukraine into the continental power system (ENTSO-E) is a
part of Ukraine’s policy of energy
independence. This is one of the
top priorities for Ukraine’s development.

Preconditions
Today, the Integrated Power System (IPS) of Ukraine
is technologically connected to the power systems
of Russia, Belarus and Moldova. The Russian Federation carries out actual regulation of the IPS. At
the same time, the Russian electricity market for
Ukraine is closed. Imports and emergency services
are also limited. The only way to change this is to
fully synchronize the power system of Ukraine with
ENTSO-E.

The agreement consists of:
• Catalog of requirements, the fulfillment of which is
mandatory for the decision on the integration of
power systems.
• List of additional required studies.
• Road map.

These activities are aimed at:
• boosting safety;
• improving the quality of electricity generation;
• increasibg control and automation.

Chronology of events (before and after the Agreement)

2005

Ukraine declared its intentions about
European integration in the energy sector

2006‑2013

Four attempts to sign the Agreement
broke out due to the political situation

2013-2016

"Research of synchronized integration of Ukrainian and
Moldovan power systems with ENTSO-E" is conducted

2014

The EU-Ukraine Association Agreement provides for the
integration of the IPS of Ukraine into ENTSO-E
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4%

INFORMATION

is exported to the EU
and supplies the needs
of Burshtynska TPP

ENTSO-E (European Network of
Transmission System Operators for
Electricity) is the European grid of
system operators for electricity transmission. Currently, this organization
brings together 43 system operators
from 36 countries. The agreement
provides for the adjustment of the
Ukrainian IPS parameters to ENTSO-E
requirements.

96%

of the Ukrainian power
system operates in
parallel with the Russian
Federation, Belarus and
Moldova

FI
NO
SE

EE

RU

LV

Irish region

LT

RU

BY

IE

GB

NL

DE

BE

Great Britain region

PL

Baltic region

CZ

UA

SK
BE

AT

CH
IT

SI

HU

Continental Europe

MD

HR

West region

RO
BA

RS
BG

ES
PT

2017

On June 28, an Agreement on conditions for the
future integration of power systems of Ukraine and
Moldova into the Continental Europe grid ENTSO-E
was signed in Brussels

July 07, 2017

The agreement came into force (it was
signed by 28 European system operators – members of the ENTSO-E Regional
Group "Continental Europe")

AL

MK
GR

TR

2021

Operation in an isolated
mode (physically separated
from the Russian Federation)

2018‑2020

Implementation of the technical
provisions established in the
Agreement

2023

Complete integration of the
Ukrainian power system into
ENTSO-E in operating mode

2022

Synchronization of operation of
the Ukrainian and Moldovan power
systems with ENTSO-E
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INTEGRATION WITH ENTSO-E

Forecast of electricity trade with the EU members:

5.2

billion kWh
in 2017

18‑20

billion kWh per year –
trade potential
after synchronization

*According to Ukrenergo forecasts

Benefits of synchronization
Security aspect

Synchronization with ENTSO-E will substantially increase the technological stability of the
Ukrainian power system and minimize the dependence
on the stability of coal supply to thermal units in Ukraine:
• Ukraine and Europe will be able to provide mutual
emergency assistance;
• The overall technological level of grid operation and
the level of supply security will increase.

Consumer protection

The synchronization of Ukraine with ENTSO-E will
ensure European standards of protection of the
electricity consumers rights and the quality of services.
This will create the basis for neutralizing consumer dependence on suppliers-monopolists. Ukrainian industry
will be more competitive thanks to the expected decline
in electricity prices.

Economic aspect

The parallel mode with ENTSO-E will allow increasing the electricity trade volume with the
EU thanks to more efficient use of available generation
capacities (in particular, NPPs). The electricity trade volume will increase 4‑5 times during the first few years.

Prices will be formed on competitive
markets, which will maximally approximate
them to economically feasible values.

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT – 2017

Investment attractiveness

The free electricity trade between Ukraine and
the ENTSO-E countries will automatically increase the investment attractiveness of Ukraine’s energy sector. This will stimulate the upgrade of all energy companies in Ukraine. It will encourage investors
to build new generating capacities in Ukraine, including
renewable energy sources.

Key Risks
INTERNAL
Lack of proper coordination
The implementation of the Agreement requires the coordinated work of all market participants on the implementation of specific upgrade steps in accordance with
the ENTSO-E requirements.
Lack of funding
The need for proper financing of appropriate measures.
Considerable work should be done on the modernization of power units of generating companies.

EXTERNAL
Factors of Russia and Moldova
Prerequisites
• The coordinated action of all market stakeholders –
"one-voice policy."
• Support of the synchronization process on the part of
the state leaders.
• Implementation of the ENTSO-E Synchronization
Measures and Requirements Catalog should be a key
priority of public policy.
• Proper funding.

Measures
of SE "NPC "Ukrenergo"

• Modernization of company internal processes and reporting for ENTSO-E.
• Research of the stability of the IPS of Ukraine.
• The organization of communication channels with the
PS and the neighboring TSOs.
• Modernization of dispatch control automation systems (SCADA/AGC/EMS, WAMS).
• Construction of facilities in accordance with the Plan
for the transmission system development for the next
10 years.

For the first time in almost an 11year history of attempts, Ukraine
has succeeded in achieving its goal
and clearly defining the course of
the state regarding the integration of Ukrainian energy sector
into the European one!
Integration of the IPS of Ukraine into the
European grid ENTSO-E is the key objective of Ukrenergo’s activity. This is an
important component of Ukraine’s energy security. The synchronization with
ENTSO-E will create real competition
on the domestic electricity market and
provide the consumer with the right to
choose the supplier.

Expected results:
•
•
•
•
•
•

increase in the reliability and balanced
of operation of the IPS of Ukraine;
competitive market;
free electricity exchange with European countries;
efficient use of energy resources;
significant increase in export opportunities;
the possibility of reducing the cost of
electricity in the long run.

EUR 379 mln –
cost of integration
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PERSONNEL

VI. PERSONNEL

Personnel is the main value and strategic resource of any company, the
main factor in the efficiency of the enterprise. By changing Ukrenergo
qualitatively, we have also changed the principles of personnel management.
306
840
1086
the total number
of employees
as of the end of
2017

9795
women
men

238
1013

1251

775

161
614

245
1287

Ukrenergo personnel structure*

181
685
age

11.10%
under 30

58.92%

30-50 years

29.98%

gender

category

12

1595

6810 / 71.13%

4645

3322

men

Top
management

specialists

1532

866

2764 / 28.87%
women

1392

167
673

middle
management

skilled workers

over 50

Total number of employees, as of the end of the year
2015

3717 / 3717

2016

3638 / 3638

2526 / 2526

2017

Ukrenergo will be the best place for the best professionals. This process will start from the perfect selection and recruitment system that we have been
working on over the course of 2017. Thanks to it,
the company will only hire motivated people. Creating a corporate culture of high involvement consists of the development of managerial skills and
effective internal communication, the correct organization of the work space, the study and satisfaction of individual needs of staff. Labor productivity
will be increased by simplifying the organizational
structure, automation of substations, automation
of management processes, outsourcing of ancillary
functions. Each process will be characterized by a
system of performance indicators that will be balanced and consistent with strategic goals.

*Under a permanent contract

10560 / 10346 / 214
10111 / 9893 / 218
7269 / 7087 / 221

women
men

9795

under a permanent contract
under a temporary employment contract
total number of employees

14277
13749
9795
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Year

2015

Separated subdivisions

Women

2016
Men

Women

1607

422

2039

Dniprovska PS

432
345

503

368

285

1049

437
297

1305

295

317

1053

322

332

Pivdenno-Zakhidna PS

1143

288

1058

311

967

232

83

81

107

56

54

0

153
562

789

161

87

108

1538

398

0

65
0

74
84

67

17
0

0

0
0

864

0

111

0

0
0

5
6

98

47

176

47

614

121

0

53

673

206

1262

0
0

ENERHETYK Public Catering Unit***

167
775

106

0

685
840

0
115

1013
866

93

159

2100

Engineering and Technical Center**

181

265

268

Donbaska PS

1056

147
110

0

GIOC*

238

194

0

Ukrenergoservis

1235

1102

166

Vinnytsiaelectrotekhnologiya

884
1251

1021

164

Research & Design Center for Development
of the IPS of Ukraine

391

1413

1255

1086
1275

1378

1475

Tsentralna PS

838

306

1530

1370

Pivdenna PS

615
1392

1653

482

1287
1453

1540
1083

Men

1532

361

506

1602

Zakhidna PS

245

2159

1520

Holovderzhenerhonahliad

1591
646

1417

Pivnichna PS

Women

2013

848

Management Board

2017
Men

0
0

5

0

0

*Separated subdivision "Main Information Сenter" was renamed as the separate subdivision Ukrenergoservis in accordance with Order of SE "NPC "Ukrenergo"
dated 27.11.2015 No. 361 "On renaming a separate division."
**Separated subdivision "Information and Technology Center" was terminated in accordance with Order of SE "NPC "Ukrenergo" dated 18.05.2017 No. 153 "On
termination of the separate unit."
***Separated subdivision "Catering Unit Energetik ceased activities on the orders of SE "NPC "Ukrenergo" dated 03.06.2016 No. 173 "On termination of the
separated subdivision."

Comparative indicators of operators

Installed capacity of the PS (MW/person)
Length of transmission lines (km/person)

Number of personnel, persons

9795

UKRENERGO
ELIA

1225
933

50 HERTZ
SEPS
APG
FINGRID

524
451
334

ELIA

6.86

50 HERTZ

10.70
15.49
15.3
5.45

APG
SEPS
FINGRID
UKRENERGO

16.8
55.4
46.1
43.71

1.52

47.3

3.9
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Personnel costs, EUR

0.2 mln
0.4 mln

56.5 mln
salaries and wages

personnel training costs

12.3 mln
social allocations

cost of labor protection

Employees turnover for a reporting period, persons

Dismissed/reduced

13 531

Hired/Transferred

9574*
2500
2487

Total number
as of the beginning of 2017

Total number
as of the end of 2017

Gender and age diversity of personnel*
Group of employees

Top Managers

Middle-managers

Specialists

Skilled workers

Quantity

Total number by group,
persons

12

1595

4645

3322

9574

Under 30 years

0

71

603

389

1063

30-50 years

10

979

2863

1789

5641

Over 50 years

2

545

1179

1144

2870

Men

11

1219

2659

2921

6810

Women

1

364

1996

403

2764

Age group

Gender

*Under a permanent contract

New employees
Hired new employees in 2017
Gender
Age group
Total

Middle-managers

Specialists

Skilled workers

Quantity

Men

Women

Men

Women

Men

Women

Under 30 years

3

0

26

24

55

2

110

30-50 years

29

6

43

53

92

25

248

Over 50 years

8

2

23

9

44

12

98

40

8

92

86

191

39

456
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€13.3
thous.

was paid by SE "NPC
"Ukrenergo" for voluntary
medical insurance
(October-December
2017)

Gender balance
Reducing management positions

•• The number of positions in the management unit was reduced three times.
• New functions were introduced: office
of project management, strategic development, development of the electricity
market, organizational development.

In all separated subdivisions, men prevail in terms of
gender allocation – from 58 to 81 percent of the total
number of employees. The number of women is higher
only in SS «Ukrenergoservis» (80 percent) and RDCD of
the IPS of Ukraine (52 persent).

Key changes in the gender balance
in 2015‑2017:
• An increase in the share of men (by 1‑3%) compared
with 2016.
• An increase in the proportion of women was observed
only in two separated subdivisions: Ukrenergoservis
(an increase by 20% compared with 2016 due to a significant reduction in personnel – 265 people in 2016,
84 in 2017) and Vinnytsiaelektrotekhnolohiia (an increase by 2% of women’s share was due to a larger
share of men among those dismissed in 2017).

Gender distribution in 2017,%
women

men

52

RDCD of IPS of Ukraine

48

80

Ukrenergoservis

20

39

		

42

Management unit

Vinnytsiaelektrotekhnolohiia

61
58

31

Holovderzhenerhonahliad

69

20

Power systems

80
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Personnel Development Projects
Key Employees Program

297

the number of key
employees in managerial
and non-managerial
positions

Support during the release (outplacement)
• A project for identifying key positions and
building a system of
succession was implemented.
• Management training and team-building
trainings for key company executives were
conducted.
• The Corporate Mini-
MBA project, including
distance learning, was
launched.

Reforming the wages system
• Wages system was reformed: introduction of a grading
system, approximation to market conditions and remuneration.
• Efficiency management (goal management) was introduced, a system of key performance indicators for managers was developed.

The outplacement program was introduced in 2017 for
the first time and provides a range of professional counseling services for job search. Within the framework of this
project, 30 employees took part in the seminar "Effective
job search." As a result of the change in the organizational
structure, 2500 people were released in 2017. These employees received additional payments in the amount of up
to 5 average monthly salaries, in some cases up to 7 (for
the most vulnerable categories of employees).

5-7
months –

2500

dissmissed
employees
received
compensation

the period
for which the
dismissed received
compensation

Development
and professional training
The development and professional training of personnel is one of the key areas of work of the Directorate for Personnel Management and Administrative
Support. The training system is extensive, it contains
various formats and thematic areas (171 subjects of
courses and seminars in total were available last year),
aimed at increasing the competencies of employees in
all fields of activity, management and basic staff.
The company enjoys the services of external trainers
and 122 educational institutions. In addition, there is a
training and testing center based on SS "Vinnytsiaelektrotekhnolohiia" and a specialized training center of
the Dniprovska PS which are subordinated to SE "NPC
"Ukrenergo."

• Performance of the educational course

"Power engineering for non-power employees" for non-technical departments.
• Conducting of competition "Olimpic Games"
among line brigades of power systems for
experience exchange.

6.6
EUR mln –

was paid as
compensation during
the release and
reduction of staff

3477 (36%)

employees completed
training, including:

1851

at the educational
centres of Ukrenergo

1191

at other educational
institutions

313

managers completed
trainings on development
of managerial competencies

122

completed an educational
course for non-technical
departments “Power
engineering for non-power
employees"
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Personnel in development strategy:
Labor productivity
not measured

2017
2018

+30%

2022

+50%

+200%

2026

SVITLANA NYKOLENKO,

Involvement

CHIEF HUMAN RESOURCES OFFICER:

2017

not measured

2018

25%

40%

2022

60%

2026

Fixed part of remuneration (salary)

2017/18

2016

Grading system, market
salary, transparent rules
of salary change

Tariff grid, no
comparison with the
market, no clear process
of salary change

Variable part of remuneration (bonuses)

2017/18

2016
There are no clear
functional and
individual criteria
for evaluating the
performance

The organizational structure of
the company’s management was
changed: the number of managerial positions decreased three times,
new functions, in particular, project management, organizational development, internal communications, were created. The number of management levels in power systems was reduced
up to 2 times. We reformed the direction of personnel management, introduced modern methods of recruiting employees. We use all possible
tools: social grids, vacancies fares, use recruiters
and jobseekers to get the best specialists for us.
New to the company was the introduction of a
wages system with the application of grading assessment of positions.
Our challenge today is the gradual change of
corporate culture. Efficiency, productivity, teamwork, and professional development are the
main values for all employees. The strategic goal
is to make Ukrenergo one of the best employers
in Ukraine.

The bonus system is aimed
at increasing individual
efficiency and productivity.
The system of control over the
goals is implemented

Development and training

2016

2017/18

Only compulsory
program (occupational safety,
technical skills)

2022

An integrated
training system
is based on a
thorough needs
assessment

The training is
aimed at developing competencies
and introducing
innovations
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Ukrenergo Laboratories

Changes in global energy
demand the search for new ideas
and young talented personnel for
energy companies.

Knowledge is what will enable us to become
a company of the XXI century and meet the requirements of time. We are interested in using
modern energy-efficient technologies and consumer behavior management. The company introduces a new approach to creating a modern
educational space in the energy sector. In 2017
the project Ukrenergo Laboratories started. This
is the first incubator of ideas in Ukraine for the
development of projects that meet the needs of
strategic energy development.

Key areas:

Creativity for Energy
Helps to find talented inventors, graduate students, students who are able to solve complex
practical tasks and who can subsequently become a part of the Ukrenergo team. The selection of talented youth at the startup competition was held in three stages ("Night of Energy,"
"School of Applied Skills" and "Battle of Projects") in 2017.

Universities for Energy

Modernizes the modern system of training future energy engineers. We strive for businesses in Ukraine to be able to formulate a request
for knowledge and future employees. Together

with the largest energy companies and leading universities in the country, we develop and implement new
standards of training and knowledge. Integration of new
content into current programs of specialized higher education institutions will bring up professionals who will
finally be able to meet current and future energy needs.
Master’s programs for power engineers in two universities in Kharkiv and Lviv will become pilot programs.

Development for Energy
Helps to gather the best researchers who will combine
science and electricity around the company. It wll bring
Ukrenergo to a new level with the introduction of innovations in Ukraine in the market of the European transmission system operators.

WINNERS OF UKRENERGO PROJECTS BATTLE – a team of “Kirchhoff’s workshop”, “S.I.D” smart drone project (L to R):
Ivan Yakymenko, Yurii Tkachov, Pavlo Bezkostnyi, Vladyslav Lishchyna, Bohdan Pereverziev and Dmytro Danylchenko

PERSONNEL
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The main tasks of Ukrenergo Laboratories:
• forming a competitive personnel reserve with a high
level of modern theoretical and practical knowledge;
• accumuling ideas from students, post-graduates and
scientists for the development of innovative projects in
order to implement them in the electric power industry of Ukraine.

51

Scale of the project:

1200

higher educational
institution involved in

participants

the project

110
hours
of non-stop
lectures and
presentations

7

2000

regions

of Ukraine

60
speakers – top

managers and
experts in the
energy sector

registration

Resume

Ukrenergo is open to science
and experiments. Top managers of the company are interested in joint activities with
young researchers. The Ukrenergo Laboratories is a longterm project that will have a
positive impact on the quality
of education and will help the
company strengthen its personnel reserve with talented
professionals.

for "Night of
Energy"

3,5
million people –
the total volume of
the project audience

Stages of Creativity for Energy
"NIGHT OF ENERGY"

In Kharkiv, Kyiv and Lviv, selection of project participants.
Lectures and presentations of successful representatives of business and top managers of the industry from
all over the country.

"SCHOOL OF APPLIED SKILLS",
SOFT SKILLS SCHOOL

Two-day school of team work in Kyiv, skills development
in project management and decision-making:

42 participants
6 mentors – Ukrenergo
top managers
6 teams
30 innovative projects
1 winner – Kirchhoff’s
6 projects to participate in workshop (project of the
the final

intellectual drone S.I.D.)

"BATTLE OF PROJECTS"

Six teams from all over Ukraine competed for the right to
implement large start-ups with Ukrenergo. The winning
team was the team from Kharkiv "Kirchhoff’s workshop"
with the project of a smart drone. And this is an opportunity to implement this project with the help of Ukrenergo.
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VII. TRANSPARENCY
AND COMBATING CORRUPTION
Ukrenergo’s industrial activities lie in the plane of state policy of Ukraine’s energy
security, constituting an integral part of the national security. Therefore, they are
strategically important. That is why one of the most important directions of the
company’s work is to combat corruption in all its manifestations, ensuring transparent and effective operation.

Anti-Corruption system
National
Agency
for the
Prevention of
Corruption

Model anticorruption
program

Commission
for Corruption
Risks
Assessing

Assessment of corruption risks

All
structural
subdivisions

Head

Protection

Notice

Discussion of
the project

Disclosers

Report

Employees
Interaction

Ministry
of Energy
and Coal
Industry

Anticorruption
program

Authorized
for the
implementation
of AP

Business
partners
Checking for a number of criteria

Maintenance of registers

Registers

Assessment of corruption risks:

On August 30, 2017
the Ukrenergo fundamental anti-corruption document – Anti-corruption
Program (AP) was introduced.

The Regulations on the Procedure for Internal Corruption Risks
Assessment are developed and put
in force.
The Corruption Risk Assessment
Commission was formed.
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Key measures and initiatives
to combat corruption:

• Assessment of conflicts of interest.

Within the framework of the Anti-corruption Program implementation, the
identification of internal corruption
risks was carried out in the following
areas of activity:

• Verification of business partners.

• organizational and managerial;

• Anti-corruption program.
• Assessment of corruption risks.

• Transparency and simplification of
connection to Ukrenergo grids.

• financial and economic;
• legal procedures;
• recruitment;
• working with personnel;
• management of finance and resources, namely:
»» functioning of energy supervision;

14

training sessions on speci
fic issues for resolving conflicts of
interest were held by the Ministry of Energy and Coal Industry,
under the auspices of the National Agency for
the Prevention of Corruption.

130

More than
measures to
prevent and detect corruption
were implemented in 2017 (in
2016, there were 58 such measures).
Method: conducting the explanatory work, interviews with employees of the company.

Measures to assess corruption risks covered all subdivisions.

»» payment for goods, works, services;
»» wages;
»» use of material resources;
»» disposal of material resources.

Corruption risks were identified
in the following areas:
• public procurement;
• external activity of the enterprise, in its relations with
other enterprises, institutions, organizations or state
bodies;
• external corruption risks in activities of business partners.

Employees were informed about
the documents on:
• receiving gifts;
• safety of informers (who provide assistance in preventing, detecting and combating corruption);
• procedure for conducting an internal anti-corruption
investigations in the case of violation of the AP provisions of the AP;
• resolution of conflicts of interests.
Secured phone feedback and trusted e-mail is provided.

Channels of informing about the Anti-corruption program:

in paper form

in electronic
form

familiarization
through meetings

individual briefings for new
employees

trainings

interviews
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Conflict of interest assessment

CASE: E-declarations
In 2016, the regulatory documents for the first time
established the requirement for electronic declarations for a number of company employees. To
implement this program, employees who have to
submit declarations to the company have been
informed about this requirement and have been
trained. They were helped to understand the nuances of filling in documents, provided the possibility of using an electronic digital signature to identify the signatory. As a result, the declaration was
filed by 98% of those who were supposed to do so.
During the reporting period, only 111 notifications
about non-submission (non-timely submission) of
electronic declarations were registered and directed to the NAPC, mainly due to termination of labor
relations.

CASE: Conflict of Interest
Settlement
The employees of the service of the commissioner
for the AP implementation collected the materials
about one of the regional heads of Derzhenerhonahliad, who did not report the existence of a real
conflict of interests. Moreover, she performed actions and made decision falling within the scope of
the conflict of interest. As a result of conducting investigatory actions by police officers in conjunction
with the service of the commissioner for the AP
implementation, a person was found guilty of com-

37

of potential conflicts of interest among
employees who, having a family relationship with each other, were in direct subordination, settled at an early stage. In
2016 – 72 cases.

6

cases of conflicts of interest related to
being under the management of relatives
were voluntarily eliminated through dismissal by consent of the parties.

1

employee was dismissed due to the fact
that he was working part-time in one of
the commercial structures.

76*/2%

failed to submit
declarations

3993/100%
subjects
of declaration

3917/98%
submitted
declarations

* including 49 – resigned,
the rest – for valid reasons

mitting administrative offenses, which led to the
imposition by a court of an administrative penalty.

CASE: The positive effects
of anti-corruption activities
According to the results of the official investigation, the absence of the need to employ 12 staff
members of the Service of Devices and Meter Systems Operation was confirmed. The service was
liquidated. Instead the Production Laboratory for
repair and maintenance of electricity metering
equipment composed of 4 employees was established.
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Procurement
Effective procurement policy is the
"gold standard" of Ukrenergo
SINCE JANUARY 2017, purchases have been performed in accordance with the newly developed
standard of the company – Methods of Procurement of Goods, Works and Services, and Concluding Agreements.

Authorized persons
The company completely abandoned tender committees and incorporated true specialists into the
procurement process. From now on, the authorized persons who are acting on behalf of Ukrenergo based on the principles of objectivity and
impartiality are identified as responsible for the
organization and conduct of procurement procedures. The company has become publicly open,
everyone can easily access information about
planned and announced purchases, as well as the
results of the conducted tenders.

Verification of business partners:
When purchasing, the business partners are
checked for:
»» Prevention of corruption;
»» Creation of proper conditions for rational and
efficient use of public funds;
»» Development of fair competition;
»» Ensuring transparency;
»» Raising responsibility and control in the field of
public procurement.

Procurement of Ukrenergo
on ProZorro
The principles of transparency and fair competition
are fundamental to the company’s business. Therefore, Ukrenergo was one of the first in the country
to join the system of electronic procurement ProZorro – an instrument of the system reform of the
tender process in electronic public and state procurement in Ukraine.
90.5% of Ukrenergo’s competitive under-threshold
procurement procedures were conducted in the
ProZorro system.

2185

purchases were made
through ProZorro

70.2

EUR mln – the total
amount of goods, works
and services delivered

In 2016, the company started to sell scrap metal and
recycled materials for the first time on the website
setam.net.ua. Since 2017, sales have been taking
place mainly on "ProZorro.Sales." The system of electronic auctions allowed Ukrenergo to avoid abuses,
provide maximum competition during auctions and
significantly increase the final value of the realized
property.

auctions were
held in 2017

0.88

The Ukrenergo trading platform has been created – it is an instrument for ensuring openness and
transparency at all stages of procurement. The
annual procurement plans of the company are
publicly published.

5.2

EUR mln – savings as
a result of trading on
ProZorro

Sales of recycled materials
and scrap metal

10

Trading platform

2866

applications were
submitted from suppliers

EUR mln
excluding VAT was the value
of property, according to
independent experts

7

of them for the sale of
scrap metal and used scrap
equipment

0.94

EUR mln
excluding VAT was the total
value of realized property

0.07

EUR mln excluding VAT was the economic effect
for the benefit of Ukrenergo based on the results of
auctions
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Cost savings: a sustainable trend
New approaches to save money:
•
•
•
•

attraction of cheap IFI loans;
integrated approach to reconstruction;
centralization and consolidation of procurement;
price monitoring, marketing research to prevent
overpricing.

Saving, EUR mln
2015
2016
2017

32.63
17.0

48.95
45.90
41.90

Total:

111.82
193.56

119.0

Internal purchases
External purchases

Comparison of savings through
ProZorro 2015-2017, EUR mln
NPC Ukrenergo

361.7 / 30.9
NJSC Naftogaz of Ukraine
NNEGC Energoatom

695.6 / 40.1

Implementation of important
investment projects and
development of trunk grids.

8.54
6.25

Where are the savings directed?

6624.7 / 414.1

5.76

Coverage of funds shortages from
underpayment in relation
to SE "Energorynok."

Total expected value
Total savings
Savings, %

On a number of occasions in 2017, Ukrenergo was
recognized as a leader in the "Victory of the Week"
section. The company demonstrated the results
of cost savings at the level of from 26% to 83%
throughout the country.

Implementation of energy-saving
technologies.

Timely payment of taxes and
servicing of loans attracted under
state guarantees.
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Simplifying connection
to Ukrenergo grids
• Simplification and unification of all procedures
for connecting Ukrenergo
trunk grids.
• The principle of a "single
window" was introduced to simplify the
procedure for the issuance and approval
of technical conditions for the connection,
consideration and approval of technical
and econonic substantiation, the provision of input data for the development
of power generation schemes for generating units, etc. Using an online form on
the official website, a potential client can
apply for the implementation of a set of
measures for the connection of electrical installations of certain capacity to the
power grids of Ukrenergo.
• An interactive map of Ukrenergo trunk
grids has been developed and integrated
into the website, which helps to determine
the technical possibilities of connecting
new generation in advance. The "Green
Calculator" allows clients to calculate the
approximate cost of connection.

Auction platform
May 2017 – the launch of the auction
platform DAMAS for the allocation of
access to the cross-border capacity of
the interstate power grids of Ukraine.

New approaches to auctions:
• the most efficient allocation and use of the
cross-border capacity of interstate grids;
• increased competition (the number of registered
participants increased by 57%, up to 21 participants);
• growth of income from providing access to interstate grids of the company;
• minimizing the human factor influence.

Conclusion
Successful implementation of
the Anti-corruption Program will
help increase the trust of clients,
partners and international institutions in Ukrenergo, create
attractive conditions for investments and significantly improve
the company’s position in the
ratings of transparency and efficiency.
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GRI CONTENT INDEX

GRI Content Index
GRI Standards
GRI 101:Foundation 2016

Disclosure
—

Page, reference
—

102-1 Name of the organization

SE "NPC "Ukrenergo"

102-2 Activities, brands, products, and services

8

102-3 Location of headquarters

25 Symona Petliury str., Kyiv, Ukraine 01032
Tel.: +38 (044) 238‑38‑25

102-4 Location of operations

66, 12-13

102-5 Ownership and legal form

State enterprise with 100% of state ownership

102-6 Markets served

24-27

102-7 Scale of the organization

12, 19-23

102-8 Information on employees and other workers 50, 51

GRI 102: General
Disclosures 2016

102-9 Supply chain

13

102-10 Significant changes to the organization and
its supply chain

12, 15, 41, 61

102-11 Precautionary Principle or approach

34

102-12 External initiatives

Global Reporting Initiative

102-13 Membership of associations

18

102-14 Statement from senior decision-maker

6.07

102-16 Values, principles, standards, and norms of
behavior

9

102-18 Governance structure

14-15

102-40 List of stakeholder groups

16-17

102-41 Collective bargaining agreements

23

102-42 Identifying and selecting stakeholders

16-17

102-43 Approach to stakeholder engagement

17

102-44 Key topics and concerns raised

16,18

102-45 Entities included in the consolidated
financial statements

SE "NPC "Ukrenergo" submits its financial
statements, information on its financial condition
and results; 19-23

102-46 Defining report content and topic
Boundaries

18

102-47 List of material topics

18

102-48 Restatements of information

There are no changes in material topics, their
boundaries or adjustment of information, since the
report is issued in accordance with GRI Standards
for the first time

102-49 Changes in reporting
102-50 Reporting period

Reporting period - 2017 year
(from 01.01.2017 to 31.12.2017)

102-51 Date of most recent report

This is the first Company's report prepared in
accordance with the GRI Standards

102-52 Reporting cycle

Annual basis
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102-53 Contact point for questions regarding the
report

Tel.: +380 44 238 38 25 Fax: +380 (44) 238-32-64
Е-mail: nec-kanc@ua.energy

102-54 Claims of reporting in accordance with the
GRI Standards

This report has been prepared in accordance with
the GRI Standards: Basic edition

102-55 GRI content index

64-65

102-56 External assurance

This report is not subject to external approval
Material topics

GRI 103: Management
Approach 2016

GRI 205: Anti-corruption 2016

GRI 103: Management
Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its
Boundary

18, 58

103-2 The management approach and its
components

The Company follows the principle of zero
tolerance of corruption; 58-63

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

62-63

205-1 Operations assessed for risks related to
corruption

For more details, please, refer to section
"Combating corruption" on our website; 58‑59

205-2 Communication and training about anticorruption policies and procedures

58-60

205-3 Confirmed incidents of corruption and
actions taken

60

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its
Boundary

18

103-2 The management approach and its
components
103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

GRI 306: Effluents
and Waste 2016

For more details, please, refer to section
"Environmental policy" on our web-site

306-2 Waste by type and disposal method

37

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its
Boundary

Management approaches regarding items 401‑1
and 405‑1 are disclosed indivisibly within the
frames of HR management procedures; 50‑51

103-2 The management approach and its
components

50, 54, 55

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

55

GRI 401: Employment 2016

401-1 New employee hires and employee turnover

52

GRI 405: Diversity and Equal
Opportunity 2016

405-1 Diversity of governance bodies and
employees

52

GRI 103: Management
Approach 2016

GRI 103: Management
Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its
Boundary
103-2 The management approach and its
components

Management approach is common within the
topics covered by indicators GRI G4, EU12, EU28,
EU29 and partially GRI 302 Energy; 28‑32

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach
GRI 302: Energy 2016
GRI G4 The Electric Utilities
Sector Disclosures

302-4 Reduction of energy consumption

32

EU12 Transmission and distribution losses as a
percentage of total energy

31

EU28 Power outage frequency

32

EU29 Average power outage duration

32
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ВСТУПНЕ СЛОВО

Headquarters

01032 Kyiv, 25 Symona Petliury str.
Тel.: +38 (044 ) 238‑38‑25
nec-kanc@ua.energy

DNIPROVSKA PS
69096 Zaporizhzhia, 2 Hrebelna str.
Тel.: +38(061) 258‑44‑00, Fax: +38(061) 258‑25‑29
dnes-kanc@ua.energy
ZAKHIDNA PS
79011 Lviv, 2 Svientsitskoho str.
Тel.: +38(032) 256‑31‑66, Fax: +38(032) 256‑30‑30
zes-kanc@ua.energy
PIVDENNA PS
65029 Odesa, 11 Koblevska str.
Tel.: +38(048) 730‑17‑59, Fax: +38(048) 234‑89‑64
south-kanc@ua.energy
PIVDENNO-ZAKHIDNA PS
21100 Vinnytsia, 5 Ivana Bohuna str.
Тel.: +38(043) 263‑43‑11, Fax: +38(043) 263‑41‑88
sw-kanc@ua.energy
PIVNICHNA PS
61003 Kharkiv, 12/14 Kooperatyvna str.
Тel.: +38(057) 730‑23‑11, Fax: +38(057) 731‑15‑18
north-kanc@ua.energy
TSENTRALNA PS
01032 Kyiv, 27 Symona Petliury str.
Тel.: +38(044) 239‑40‑66, +38(044) 239‑47‑38
ces-kanc@ua.energy
VINNYTSIAELEKTROTEKHNOLOHIIA
21029, Vinnytsia, 10th km of Khmelnytskyi highway
Тel.: +38(043) 256‑75‑97, +38(043) 256‑75‑98
Тel./ Fax: +38(043) 263‑49‑40, +38(043) 263‑49‑41
vet-kanc@ua.energy
STATE INSPECTORATE FOR ENERGY SUPERVISION OF UKRAINE
04112 Kyiv, 11/8 Dorohozhytska str., 4-5 floors
Tel./ Fax: +38(044) 594‑79‑27, +38(044) 594‑79‑76
den-kanc@ua.energy
SCIENTIFIC AND DESIGN CENTER FOR
DEVELOPMENT OF IPS OF UKRAINE
04112 Kyiv, 11/8 Dorohozhytska str.
Tel./ Fax: +38(044) 206‑73‑91, +38(044) 239‑40‑15
npcr-kanc@ua.energy
UKRENERGOSERVIS
01032 Kyiv, 27 Symona Petliury str.
Тel.: +38(044) 249‑13‑27, +38(044) 289‑97‑79
ues-kanc@ua.energy

ABOUT REPORT
Reporting period:
2017 (from 01.01.2017 to 31.12.2017).
This is the first report of the Company that has been
prepared in accordance with the GRI Standards.

Preparation of reports in accordance with GRI Standards is performed on an annual basis.
This report has been prepared in accordance with
the GRI Standards: Basic edition.

